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In Our Writ Yew

Chamber Boartliolds
Meeting Monday Night
The Board of Directors of the
Murray Chamber of Commerce
met in regular session Monday
night at 6:00 p.m. at the
Chamber offices. Directors‘
attending were Ed Shinners,
Leonard Vaughn, H. E.
Chrisman
Fred Workman, E. J. Haverstock, Ed Fenton, Robert
Moyer, John Trotter, Jerry
Bowden and Bruce Thomas.
President Haverstock asked
all standing committees for
their reports and all were
submitted. H. E. Chrisman,
chairman of the Membership
Committee reported that 53 new
members had been added to the
rolls with several more
prospects to be visited by
members of the enrolling team.
— Haverstach complimented.

Sen&Heard
Around
Murray
We finally made another
mistake. We left out the fact in
the story about Buddy Ferguson
that Marion is married. She is
Mrs. Nelson Garland and not
only that they have a daughter
Geneva (named after Geneva,
Buddy's wife). So our apologies
to everybody,especially Marion
and her husband, Imagine,
leaving off somebody's granddaughter.

Chrisman on the drive and
commented that the Murray
Chamber of Commerce was
truly representative of the
business of Murray and.
•
Calloway County.
Leonard Vaughn, Chairman
of the "Operation Townlift"
Committee reported that the
TVA survey had been completed
by
the
various
authorities in each of the 'fields
being analyzed. He-said that the
entire committee, board of
directors and persons completing the questionaires would
be invited to a breakfast
meeting on Tuesday, March 14,
at 7:00 a.m. At that time each
questipn will be thoroughly
discussed before the final report
is made to TVA, Vaughn said.
James L. Johnson, Executive
Secretary, submitted
his
monthly written report and said
that the chamber was now
working with three good industrial prospects. All are
seeking an existing building
for their operations, he added.
He also reported that the
Tappan Company had made_
available to the Chamber about
100 acres of land for industrial
use.
The Kentucky budget and
other legislative action and bills
were discussed at length before
adjournment.

Plans have been finalized for
the 1972 Boy Scout Sustaining
Membership Enrollment Drive
In Calloway County, according
to Mancil Vinson, Choctaw
District Chairman. Heading the
Calloway enrollment drive is
Forrest Priddy with Ed
Chrisman as co-chairman.
This year's drive is a two
phase effort with the advance
'gift enrollment being followed
by a general drive, a
spokesman said.
Ray Havens .
Priddy announced
• .
James Byrn, a Murray optometrist and a leader of Troop
45, is chairman of the advance
gift portion which will hold a
"dutch-treat" kick off breakfast
at the Holiday Inn in Murray
Friday, March 3, at 7:30 p a.m.
The local drive is part of an
Ray H. Havens of In- effort aimed at a $72,000 goal for
former the 10-county Four Rivera
dianapolis
and
missionary to the Republic of Council Scout area. The goal
Murray and Calloway.Ceunty
the tong() 'will lie the guest
preacher Sunday morning at $7,300.
budget,
This
Priddy
the 10:45 a.m. Worship Service
at the First Christian Church, pointed out, includes the cost of
North Fifth Street. Pastor operation of the program in the
David Roos will introduce the 10 counties, maintenance of the
pulpit guest. James H. Boone Scout Reservation of Kentucky
will Serve as the worship leader. Lake, instructional materials,
Elders officiating are Dr. rent on the Council's Service
James 0. Hart and Mr. Lyle Center and staff salaries. These
Underwood. Deacons serving costs are supported exclusively
are Lenvel Yates, captain, from volunteer contributions,
James D. Clopton, Herbert he said.
"Every home in which there
Continued on Page Six
is a scout age boy should be
keenly interested in this drive,"
Chrisman said, "as the
.program is more needed today
than at anytime in its 62 year

Ray ,Havens To
Speak.Hire On
Sunday Morning

Marker Commemorates
Early History Of MSU

George Keistler Has
Surgery In Memphis

The Weather
lar=185825=
Jackson purchase
Cloudy, windy and warm,
with showers anita few thundershowers beginning today,
continuing tonight. Highs today
in the mid 704. Lows tonight 50
to 55. Showers ending and colder Thursday. Highs Thursday
morning in upper 50s. Friday,
decreasing cloudiness and cool.
Probability of precipiation
near 100 per cent today and
tonight, 30 per cent Thursday.
Kentucky State Forecast
Turner cooler with occasional
light rain in the west tonight
and Thursday morning, and in
the east Thursday afternoon
and evening. Highs today mostly in the upper 604. Tonight
highs in the upper 404 to 504.
High Thursday in the 504 in the
west to the 604 in the east.
Kentucky Extended Outlook
Chance of, precipitatiofi
day through Sunday_ -Turning,
cold Friday and continued cold
through Sunday. Hies in the
40s to low 504. Lows in the 308
and 40s Friday, and lowering to
the 204 Saturday and Sunday.

Sheriffs Department
Raids Childress Home
County
Calloway
The
Sheriff's Department conducted
a raid last night at the home of
Johnny Childress, one mile
southeast of Dexter.
Confiscated in the raid were
six half-piutt of whiskey and
one case of beer, a spokesman
for the department said.
Childress is scheduled to
appear today before Calloway
County Judge Robert 0. Miller..

Drive Begun To
Victims

Methodist Church, East of Hwy.
641 at Dexter, will be dedicated
Sunday March 5, at 1:30 p.m.
The worship leader for the
occasion will be Rev. H.E.
Finger, Jr., Bishop of the
Memphis Conference of the
United Methodist Church.
Members of all area churches
Invited to liffEnd.
•
Bishop Finger will .also
deliver the sermon at tllt 11:00
morning worship service.
Rev. Joe Skelton is pastor of
the church.

cept that the western portion of
Harlan County would have been
transferred froni the 21st District to the 17th.
Palmer said he was opposed
to the plan because it would
have split Harlan County and
left Corbin divided between two
districts. He said the agreed
proposal was preferable because the division in Whitley
County would be less than that
proposed in Harlan County.
The agreed plan would leave
the 17th District 2.1 per cent
above the average district population while the 21st would be
3.07 per cent above the ideal
figure. In an effort to comply
with a Federal Court opinion issued when a pevious redistricting plan was declared unconstitutional, the committee tried
to bring each district within 3
per cent of the average.
It. was thought that the
slightly higher percentage
the 21st District - the only district to vary more than. 3 pet'
Continued on Page Six
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_Jorral's 1)udget
Passes Another
Tuesday

. _
A drive has been started to
history Lr America".
aid the family of Mr. and Mrs.
There are approximately Bobby Belcher, who lost all of
19,000 boys of Scout age in the their belongings in a fire
Four Rivers Council area, 2,347 Monday morning.
Lee Bolen is heading the drive
of whom are In Murray_and
Calloway county.
and he may be contacted at.his
To mure effectively serve the home at Almo Heights (first
needs of the area the Council is house south of Neal Starks
divided into three districts. The Mobile Homes on Hwy. 641) or
Choctaw District is made of by phone at 7534970.
Calloway, Marshall, and
Bolen said that the family
everything from
Graves. The Cherokee District needed
is made of Hickman, Fulton, household items to clothes.
There are four children in the
and Carlisle counties. The
Siaokni District is - inade-af-,family,. a daughter _13, a
McCracken, Ballard, daughter 5,asonllandasonl.
Livingsten in Kentucky, and Mrs. Belcher wears a size 6
dress and size 5 shoes and 13
Massac County in Illinois,
Four Rivers Council District year old daughter wears the
Executive G.W Hayden, who same size. Mr. Belcher wears
lives in Murray and serves the size 29-29 slacks, 144 shirts,
Choctaw and Cherokee Districts size 38 coat and size 7 shoes.
The sons and younger
said the Council has begun a
long range plan "to be serving daughter wear normal size
$t least one out of three boys in cloths for their ages.
--the area by 1976, the 200th
Anniversary of our country"..
Choctaw District Chairman is
Maned Vinson, Director of
Alumni Affairs for Murray
State University, . ViceChairman for the district is
Virgil Rains, Executive
Director of the Annie Gardner
Foundation of Mayfield.
This year's Calloway County
Chairman is Forrest Priddy,
area sales representative of
Mead Containers. Co-Chairman
Ed Chrisman,
owner of
Chrisman Popcorn to.. of
Murray, was chairman of the
successful 1971 Scout Carmelo.
in Calloway county. Dr. L.),
Hortm, Director of J
et Murray State,is the Publicity
Miss Leah Fulton
Chairman for the county
campaign this year,
Dr Ralph Woods, past
president of the Four Rivers
Council and presently a
of the National Council
nting the Four Rivers,is
Two local students were
lidviser of the fmance
mittee.
named winners recently in the
Dr.
Woods,
formerly Good Citizens Contest, sponsored by the Capt. Wendell Oury
president of Murray State
University, said: "I'm deeply Chalstet,:Daughters of the
committed to the cause of American Ftivolution.
Calloway Canty High School
Scouting and I'm sure Calloway
County will respond by giving selected Miss Kathy Hopkins
its wholehearted support in their Good Citizen Winner.
time, money,_ and. service to Kathy is the daughter of Mr.
this great program of our. and Mrs. TA:Turat Hopkins of
youth".
Route 1,Farmington,Ky.She is
a member of the Beta Club, Pep
Club and F.H.A. Kathy plans
to attend Murray State
University and become a
teacher.
EDDYVILLE, Ky. I AP) Freedom lasted only a few
hours for one of two escapees
from the farm of the Kentucky
State Penitentiary near Eddyville.
The regular meeting of the
Illinois State Police captured
County
Senior
William R. Capps, 34, of Calloway
Owensboro, near Vienna, Ill., Citizens Club will meet March
Tuesday night and said he was 3rd, in the sortal hall of the First
in a construction company United Methodist Church
There will be a pot luck luntruck stolen at Paducah.
The other escapee, William cheon at 12 noon.
Dr. and Mrs Castle Parker
.B. Darnell, 27, of Bowling
will 'entertain members and
Green, remained at large.
The men escaped early Tues- guest by showing and narrating
day night between half-hour slides which they made of there
checks of dormitories, accord- tour of Japan.
Hostess for the luncheon will
ing to prison officials.
Capps was serving five years be Mr. and Mrs. 011ie Hughes,
for auto theft, Darnell two Lilian Hicks, Eva Hilt: Marie
years for forgery, police Marvin, hfattie Parker, Helen
Peoples and Norman Klapp.
records showed. '

FRANKFORT, Ky. AP The Senate Appropriations and
Revenue Committee gave unanimous approval Tuesday to
Gov. Wendell Ford's proposed
budget for thel.K2-74 bierkPiAM
Accompanying revenue bills
to remove the state sales lax
from groceries, impose a se
verence tax on coal and false
the state gasoline tax received
only minor opposition.
The entire package, which
the House already has passed,
could come up for a vote before
the entire Senate as early as

Thursday, but probably won't
be taken up until Friday.
Sens. Walter Baker, R-Glasgow, and Gene Huff, R-London,
cast the only negative votes on
bill to raise the gasoline tax
from 7 to 9 cents.
6en. William Logan, D-Madisonville, joined -the two Republicans in opposing the cornbined sales-severence tax proposal.
The committee had intended
to consider an amendment to
the latter bill by Sen. Gibson
Downing, D-Lexington, to let
coal operators deduct unusable
material from their tonnage before the tax was assessed.
Downing said, however, he had
decided after discussions with
the natural resources commissioner that the matter could be
dealt with better by departrnentel regulation.
The committee also reported
favorable House Bill 47 to increase permit fees and bonds
for strip mine operators but defeated an amendment which
Downing said could have led to
j reduction in the severence
tax.

Action on the budget package
was delayed until the Senate
adjourned Tuesday. The cornmittee originally met during
Was Kathy Hepldas
the morning but under the Senate rules didn't officially • receive the bills until the charnher met.
Downing said he had arranged with the Senate Clerk's
Miss Leach Fulton was.. , office to get the bills early and
"
-Mee the record show that they
selected Murray High School's
Good Citizen. Leah is the were referred Monday.
He agreed to postpone the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Henry
vote,
however, out of deference
Fulton, 1216 Dogwood .Drive,
Murray, Ky. She has been a to Baker, who said he had told
a delegation from his district
Cheerleader for four years,
that
the package wouldn't come
President of the
Student
Council
and the 1972 up foe a vote before the full
Homecoming_ Queen. Leab also :Senate until Friday.
would raise the basic
plans to attend Murray State
permit fee for strip mining
University and.. become
from $50 to $75 and increase
teacher.
The annual contest awards go the additional acreage fee from
to a senior high school girl of $25 to $35. It would raise the
each high school. The girls are minimum bond required of permit applicants from $100 to $200
selected for qualities of
dependability, service, and the maximum bond from
leadership and patriotism.. $500 to $1,999.
The conunittee defeated an
Three girls tieeaeleeted by the
senior class, and then one of the amendment by Downing to inthree girls is chosen by a crease acreage fees from $25 to
committee of instructors in $100. The vote was 4-5 with
Sens. Downing, Baker, Huff
each high school.
Kathy and Leah, with their and Kelsey Friend, D-Pikeville
mothers, will be honored at a voting for it. Sens. Logan, Tom
Garrett, D-Padu&ah; Walter
lunchoen
-14, sit
(DeeTRuddleebti,TrEt211158thMurray Womans Club.
A state winner will be chosen town; William Sullivan, D-Hen!rim all the chapter vimners
Continued on Page Six

DAR Good Citizens Are
Named For Calloway County

Bishop Finger Will
Speak Here Sunday One Of Escapees Is
The Brooks Chapel United Recaptured Tuesday

Committee Agrees On Plan For Redistricting Senate Districts

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP)- to the Senate Judiciary ComWith Sen. Denver Knuckles, R- mittee.
Middlesboro, sounding the louThe vote was 5-2 to accept
dest opposition, the Senate the Oen. Knuckles' 17th DisState Government Committee trict, which now contains all of
Tuesday agreed on a plan for Bell, Knox and Whitley cow.
redistricting Kentucky's 38 Sen- ties, would be redrawn to inatorial districts.
clude all of -Bell and Harlan
Knuckles said he was greatly counties and all of`Whitley exopposed to the plan because of cept the city of Corbin.
the changes it would make in
Huff's 21st District, which
his district and that of fellow
now includes all of Laurel,
Republican Sen. Gene Huff, of
London. In accepting the plan Clay, Leslie and Harlan counties, would be changed to take
the committee rejected an alin all of Laurel, Clay, Leslie
ternative agreed to by both
and Knox plus the city of CorHuff and Knuckles.
bin.
Committee Chairman'Wilson
Palmer said he thought it
Palmer, D-Cynthiana, said the
was
the committee's feeling
plan could be drawn up in bill
that the proposal was desirable
form as early as Wednesday,
but be wash't sure if the bill !wade it would place all of
would come back to his com- Corbin•in one district. The City,
which lies in three'counties mittee ler approval-or be sent
Whitley, Knox and Laurel presently is divided between
1'0 CLOSE"
e 17th and 218t.
The Murray Mental Mean&
Huff and Knuckles had ofCenter will be closed Friday fered an alternative proposal
afternoon, March 3. In case of which would have left the disemergency,'call .442-7121,
tricts virtually unchanged ex-
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Calloway County Scout
.
roops 10L;onauct Drive

A highway historical marker in the Golden Anniversary Year
to be unveiled as part of the celebration at Murray State.
That Yellow Shafted Flicker Charter Day ceremonies at
Others on the program are:
that wakes us up at 6:15 each Murray State
University
-Murray Mayor Holmes
Es beemdellaleerimiable. March e commemorates
the Ellis, who will summarise
He bangs away on the gutter founding and
early history of "Fifty Years of Growth;'
just outside our window and the the school.
-Calloway County. Judge
house acts as a sounding board
To begin at 5:30 psn, in front Robert 0. Miller, who will
which makes the entire thing
if Wrather Hall on the campus, reflect on "Fifty Years ,of
sound like somebody with a jack the unveiling
program for the Service;" and
hammer tearing down the Kentucky
Historical Society
-Dr. Harry 'M. Sparks
house. What he gets out of. marker
will
feature brief university president,.who will
pecking on the gutter, we don't comments
by community,and outline "Our Commitment".
know. The
Flicker is an
I officials and alumni.
Delivering the invocation will
overgrown woodpecker so you
Dr. Forrest C. Pogue, be Dr. Carroll Hubbard, Sr.,
can imagine what he sounds exetittiVerdirector
ofthe George - -"castor of the Central Baptist
like
C. Meridian Foundation, Church of Oak ttidge, Tenn. The
'Arlington, Va., and president of Murray State Vrmd Sinfbnietta
South Central Bell Notes has the Murray State
Alumni will provide the music for the
the following in the current Association, will preside
during occasion, including the playing
issue;
the short program-one of three of the Alma Mater to close the
Heportedly, in the course of events planned on that key
date program.
•-one day:
Wording on the marker
-Your hair grows .208 inch.
reads:
-Your heart beats 103,880
"Murray State University.
times.
Founded in 1922. Founder,
-You breathe 23,040 times.
Rainey T. Wells(18754958). His
-You inhale 438 cubic feet of
home, where the idea of the
George Keistler returned to
air:.
university was born, 350 feet SE
Murray
today from
-You eat 3/
1
4 pounds of food. his home in
of here. Dr. Wells second
-You drink two quarts of the Baptist Hospital in Meinpresident of Murray State.
—liquid.
_
.-Gov. Morrow sigeed use bill
lie entered the hospital on
-You speak 4,800 words
'.
two 'normal
February 21 and underwent authorizing
-You move 750 muscles.
schools'-.one in east Ky., other
-Your nails grow .00046 inch. surgery last Thursday.
Mr. and Mrs. Keistler own in west Ky., on March 8, 1922.
Murray chosen as site in west
All that is right except the Keistler's Shoe Shop at 4th and
part about speaking 41100 words. Sycamore Sts.
Continued on Page Six
We know some folks who speak
10,000 words a day.
Continued on Page Six

Largest Paid
Circulation —.Both In City
And In County

Senior Citizens
Meet On Friday

One Accident"
vestigated

1?

The Murray Police Departinvestigated one accident
yesterday sale* p.m. in front
of the Post Office.
Cars involved were a_1970
Chrysler 4-door, Driven by
Christine Howard Tabers, of
Murray, and a 1965 Plymouth 4door, driven by Gordon Arnold
MacPherson of Bardstown.
Police reports said that both
cars WOW headed north on
South 4th when the collision
occurred. Damage to the
MacPherson car was to the
right front fender. Damage to
the Tabers car wa -, to the left
front door. No injuries were
reported.
Notice
Mei:RIM meeting will be
held on March 14 at the home of
Mrs. Martha White, 1618 West
Main at 7:30 p.m.

Cooper. Finds No
Traces Of Arson
In Recent Fires
After extensive investigation
of the various fires recently,
Murray City Fire Chief Jackie
Cooper has announced that
there are no indications of arson
in any of the fires.
The large number of fires in
such a short time had caused
concern among Many citizens of
Murray, but Cooper said there
is no cause for alarm_ lie indicated that this has happened
before, and that the number of
fires together is pure coincidence.
Sisterhood Meet
Chapter M of the P.E.O.
Sisterhood wilt. -meet-at-p.m., Monday, March 6. The
meeting will be held at th home
of Mrs. lid.. Oakley. ,
'"""-----

Bright Future Predicted
For Tourism This Summer
The executive director of the Mid-South Vacation Show in
Kentucky's Western Wateriand,- Memphis," Lindsey noted. Inc., todalt predicted a bright
"Most of us connected with
future for tourism in western the tourisrri business in western
in Kentucky are expecting at least
Kentucky. :Speaking_
Paducah, Hank Lindsey said air a ten percenf inert-SU'In indications point to a record- business this season. The insetting year for the Kentucky crease could be higher. Last
Lakes Lake Barkley, Land year, we had a small percent
Between the Lakes area. Lind- increase in tourism across
sey predicted-that more people Kentucky, but all indications
will
western point to a better year."
visit
the
waterlands region this simmer
Lindsey said there are
than at any time in the past.
several additional reasons for
Lindsey told the Paducah optimism about the apRotary Club that his optimism proaching tourist season. He
for a good tourist season is noted that at least two of the
based on the large turnouts at circumstances which hurt the
outdoor and travel shows in the tourist industry in western
major cities that serve the Kentucky last year, are more in
western portion of Kentucky. line this year. "The economy
He cited record crowds at shows last season wits, --ene factor in
in Kansas City4 St. Louis, producing a medicore year.
Chicago, Indianapolis, Cin- With the economy like it was
cinnati, and Columbus.
last year, recreation and
, "Attendance at all of them tourism was one of the areas
travel promotion shows was up hardest hit," Lindsey said.
as much is thirty percent this
"Secondly, we are hopeful
year," Lindsey said. "More that fe have felt tie last waves
than 125,000 peopTe attended the of the gifted Meralerlituation
Ofirrralrey
littar
of last Tifir:11:131it we feet were
Cincinnati; 1411,000 went
rrated reports of mercury
through the Kansas City Travel
Continued on Page Six
:Show, and some 70,000 attended
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Isn'tIt Thi'Truthi
by Carl Riblet Jr.
All through the campaign months the candidates
will badger and solicit us to think big about government so we can vote for the best man, and they will
warn us that the fate of the nation is in the hands of
thinking human beings. The day after election an
awful lot of us will wake up to discover we weren't
such good thinkers; that we voted for the losers.
"I could never find any man who could

By CAR OLE MARTIN
AP Business Writer
Lbw
pi
NEW YORK (AP) - After
dining with Premier Chou En4741°sAvittO
think for two minutes together."
lai_in Peking.one night this past
>411'F
ik iii4/G
week, President Nixon eurned
—Sydney Smith, 1804
Got/iVG
his attention to domestic matThe Outstanding Civic Asset of a Community
ters and signed legislation to
is the Integrity of its Newspaper
end the longest dock strike in
U.S. history.
WEDNESDAY-MARCH 1, 1972
Essentially, the bill signing
was a symbolic act. The 13,000
striking members of the International Longshoremen's and
il'ex-oftr
Warehousemen's Union, by that
time, had ratified a contract
ending the 135-day strike which
had frozen most commercial-'c---The world's oldest controlled three-fourths of
person per
shipping
on the West Coast of
bounced
beams
television
miracle
of
Through the
economy, that of the Soviet MOM.
the
Some,
United
in
States.
off a satellite circling the globe, Americans at home
In education, the Russians
fact, already were back at Union, continues to fall far
have been able to folloW_PreSident Richard Nixon
short of the accomplishments Of having a larger population than
the S. have- more children in
and his party as they have moved about in Pekuig.
-7-7 tree enterprise system.
141ixoa had asked Congress-M
This is evidenced by the nes* the primary schools, some 40
Pictures of President and Mrs. Nixon, of Premier
pass the bill which would have
ended the dispute through arbi- -fourth edition of the economic one third mil/ion while the
Chou En-lai and other dignitaries at receptions and
tration, then held off signing it comparison chart of Russia United States has 32 million in
dinners have been remarkably clear, and reveal
grtACieS
to see if a voluntary agreement versus the United States issued the primary schools. But in the
— rot%
with clarity the expressions on the faces of the
as a public service by the secondary schools while the
-catild be reac-beT.-mysterious Chinese leaders. They have no doubt of
The administration made it National Federation of In- U.S. has a total enrollment of 19
g
;
million, Russia
has an
the cordiality with which our President is being
clear, however, that it still dependent Business.
While there is considerable enrollment of slightly less than
wanted permanent legislation
received in the Communist Chinese capital.
the 8;4 million. American exthat
now
to deal with transportation belief
Since_the _President left on his trip to China, we
measurement of economic penditures on education total 45strikes.
Sen.
Bob
On
Thursday,
worth
both- pro
have been besieged with millions of
Packwood,R-Ore.,reintroduced growth based on what is known one third billion dollars, in the
and con by all types of experts on whether he should
bill tb give the President per- as the GNP, or Gross National Soviet Union, less than 18
be there at all. Newspaper columnists, magazine
manent new tools to deal with Product', is open to errors, the
The comparison chart is
writers, television commentators, college
transportation strikes which GNP is still a widely used inpublished at intervals and free
cause regional or national dices.
professors and other learned men in many fields
In 1963 the gross national copies may be obtained by
emergencies.
have argued both sides of the - question.
product per capita in Russia writing Dept. N. H., National
another
matter,
the
On
SenAs enlightening as these discussions may be, most
A veteran should know
ate acted Tuesday to give the was $1,173. The latest figures Federation of Independent
of us come away wondering which Harvard
WASHINGTON (AP)- A re- been buried in somewhat ar- exactly what benefits his sur- Equal Employment Opportu- for 1970 show that in seven Business, 150 Vest 20th Avenue,
vivors are entitled to upon his
professor is right: the one who says Nbcon's trip is searcher says brain surgery is cane journals."
nities Commission power to sue years this has only increased San Mateo, California 94403.
death,
the Veterans Ad- in
gaining
for
use
new
popularity
Breggin reported, for exfederal courts on behalf of $822 to an even $2,000. By
good or the one who says it is bad?
ministration cautioned today, victims of discrimination
in
people
anxiety
and
suffering
ample,
on
a
case
in
which,
he
in comparison, the per capita
Digest
an
Reader's
granted
The
Nixon
President
Family documents, such as
tension, including overactive said, doctors considered a psyGNP in the United States has Daughter Of LOW Man
employment.
lusive foreign policy interview which appears in children and
depressed mental chosurgical operation on a de, military discharge pipers and
The bill would bring state increased during this period
the current February issue, in which he referred to patients.
Completes Army Course
pressed woman to be a success birth and marriage certificates, and local employes and em- from 93,084 to $4,756.
his trip to China. The President admitted that there
.But perhaps more revealing
"Well over 100,000 persons although the patient killed her- should be kept where they are ployes of educational inprotected from fire and theft,
taccii&i-,are dangers as well as potential benefits in his new have already been subjected to self.
stitutions under the law for the is the data on the cost of living.
psychosurgery around
the
Experiments on electrical but readily available.
first time, and would extend A Russian worker must work 4 Private Regina F. Beach,
China policy and said:
Good advice, VA states, is for
Eng- stimulation of the, brain, Bregcoverage to employers and la- minutes to get enough money to daughter of Mrs. Mary L.
"It is ironic that it is the United States rather than world, including 20,000 inAmerthe
veteran and his wife -to land, perhaps 50,000 in
gin said, often involve research
bor unions with as few as 15 buy a pound of potatoes, while Beach, 2656 Le Roy Lane, Orthe Soviet _Union that can make this move. But as I
discuss openly the locations of employes or
members, instead his American counterpart only chard Lake, Mich., recently
''Many more thousands in into "pleasure centers." Anothlooked at history down the road-not just fOr—the next Canada," says Dr. Peter R. er scientist, Breggin added, re- these papers and where to turn of the present minimum of 25. works 2 minutes to buy the completed a typing and clerical
election, or even the next five or ten years, but for 15 Breggin.
procedures course at the
ported operating on at least 132 in the event of his death.
The House previously passed pound of spuds.
"We are now in the midst of patients for various psychiatric • Veterans service a similar measure, so differIt seems obvious that the Women's Army Corps Schoo„
and 20 years-it seemed to me that anyone sitting in
organiations,
as well as Vs
ences would have to be re- Russian controlled economy is Ft. McClellan, Ala.
this position, with all the power the United States a resurgence, including mul- problems.
During. the course, she
tiple forms of psycbosurgery ,"Feeding half-a-dozen or 'crir•ies, can be of im- solved by a conference com- in no way responsive to the law
represents, had an obligation to try to mitigate the upon hyperactive children...It is „spore
of supply and demand, because received a working knowledge
electrodes through 14 measurable assistance in times mittee.
danger of an isolated China..
ol touch typewriting at a
time to take action before thiF"tngle hole in .the skull, he can of death.
In other developments this although with only about 20
The most recent issue of U.S. News Si World
percent more people then in the minimum rate of 30 words per
revival takes on the proportions
he says, almost every' Other important documents past week;
Report comments further on this angle of the of the first wave that peaked in mood and emotion-depression, that should be safeguarded -The Senate Banking Com- United States, Russia grows minute. She was also trained to
separation papers, mittee unanimously approved a slightly over 101 million tons of perform other administrative
President's visit to China, and says, "Only the the 1950s," he adds in a 25,000- wild euphoria, grave fright, ir- include
death
certificates,
divorce bill ratifying the already-nego- potatoes while the American duties in a military office at all
word
copyrighted
study
inrational confusion.
President of the United States, among today's world
serted by Rep. Cornelius E.
Breggin said a Japanese psy- decrees and guardianship of- tiated dollar devaluation. Hous- crop is a bare 15 million tons. levels of command.
leaders, can be received and listened to with care dallagh&,-D-N.J., in the CO& *rtiosurgeon reporting on 22 child custody evidence, VA
Pvt. Beach entered the
This point is illustrated again
ing Banking ciimmittee hearand respect in all major power centers".
on the matter of sugar. Women's Army Corps.kg 9ecases of operations on children, says.
gressional Record.
ings were to begin nest
......
The magazine points out- with-clarity that Mao
Breggin, 35, is on thelulty
Although Russia produces over tobe 1971.
_youngest age four,listed-her--G.--1--issurance policy num,4
numbers
bees,
for
VA
all-"C"
She is a 1970 graduti of Vieitof
Washington,
best
D.C.,
the
School
results
in
emotional
and
in
China,
Tse-tung, for all the millions of people
-Richard Kleindienst, Nix- 11 million tons of sugar, or
com- on's
VA
nominee to succeed Atty. more than twice the U.S. ,Bloomfield High School, Orlacks the power to influence world 'events. The of Psychiatry. He urges that all. personality changes:of psychosurgery be out- patient became markedly calm, mercial Insurance policies,-- Gen. John Mitchell, pledged production the average- Tian -Marti Lake. Her father, Robert
Japanese lack diplomatic muscle, and Western forms
lawed in the United States as passive and tractable, showing Social Security numbers and vigorous antitrust law enforce- must work 45 minutes to buy a L. Beach, lives in Murray.
Europe is without forceful unity. The Russians they have been in the Soviet decreased spontaneity.”
naturalization papers are all ment, but said it might
not be pound of it, while his American
certainly lack a welcome in Red China.
Union.
Breggin said that surgeon, important in claiming benefits. possible to arrest concentration counterpart only works 3
Breggin said his survey was Keiji Sano, honorary president
Thus, the United States is still the leading nation
Bachelors To Be Fined„
of economic power in some in- minutes for a pound of sugar.
TRISTAR TRIVIA
Both nations produce about
dustries. He said he agreed
in all the world in influence, in global defense forces, based on material presented by of the International Association
100 psychosurgeons who gath- for Psychosurgery, is expected
The L1011 TriStar jetliner's
with U.S. Supreme Court rul- the same tonnage of cotton, yet
AURORA,Ill.(AP)- Aurora
and has the most prosperous economy. As U.S News ered
in Denmark in the sum- to be joined by American assembly building at Palm- ings that "bigress standing by it takes 11.4 hours of work in will have a short change of
points out so aptly, the U.S. alone in the world is the mer of 1970 for the Second In- counterparts next month at a dale, Calif., has a total floor itself alone wasn't objectio- Russia to buy a man's cotton
government today when an allone nation that can make its voice heard on EVERY ternational Conference on Psy- Houston, Tex., conference on area nearly four acres larger nable."
shirt, only 1.7 hours in the girl Leap Year City Council
than the Bouston Astrodome.
ISSUE, a fact that Peking's rulers are aware of as chosurgery.
violence and its treatment.
-The Labor Department re- United States. Russia has also holds its quadrennial meeting,.
The initial wave of operthey confer with Mr. Nixon and as Russia's leaders
ported that consumer prices long been ahead of the U.S. in
Every Lestii Year unmarried
rose at a slower pace in wool production, yet to get a girls are named to all civic
will also be aware of when the President visits there ations, he said, primarily inCOMMISSIONER
volved state-hospital patients
January, _ Administration medium quality wool suit costs posts for one day of duty, Feb.
in May.
with chronic disabilities, while
spokesmen said the tapering off Ivan 157 hours of work, com- 29.
President Nixon has seized the initiative for U.S. the current one "is aimed at an,
of the post freeze i?rice bulge pared to 26.3 hours needed by
Under orders of Dianna Hartdomination in the quest for world peace and has entirely different group-indiwas encouraging. January's his American counterpart.
viduals who are relatively welldone it in a very forceful way.
In the area of housing, the man who has been designated
seasonally adjusted gain of .3
functioning, the large majority
per cent in the consumer price average American lives in a mayor, the girls will arrest all
if them with the diagnosis of
index compared with a .4 per home with 4.7-ioorrersehile Ivan unmarried men and bring them
'neurosis,' many of them indiand his family mutt do with 3.3 before a make-believe court on
cent advance in December.
viduals who are still living at
-The Supreme Court agreed rooms. Or stated another way, charges of misogamy. Violators
home and performing on the
to review a 10-year-old antitrust Ps people occupy each room in will be fined $3 apiece, the
job.
suit filed against Howard R. a Russian dwelling while in the money to go to the Aurora
"Women constitute the maHughes, Hughes Tool Co. and United States it is less than Heart Fund.
Sen. Margaret Chase Smith is the author of a bill jority of the patients, with old
Raymond M. Holliday, an execWendell P. Butler
utive of Hughes-Tool, by Trans
Conwnissionor of Agriculturr.
that is doomed to failure in the halls of Congress, but people and children as other
large groups. In Japan, Thaic31
World Airlines, TWA blamed
one which would probably get overwhelming apland and India, children have
the defendants for its falling
proval in a public referendum of voters. Senator been large target populations
THE JOB AHEAD
public as well.
behind competitors in conFor a number of years the
There are a number of verting to jet aircraft.
Smith's bill would automatically exclude all for some time; but now in
(00)
(
30re
Commissioner
of pressing problems facing
members of the House and Senate who were absent America, children are again State
-The
New
York
Stock
ExEnds Sat.
Prop Info 7533314
being submitted
to psy- Agriculture has enjoyed the farmers and our rural com- change reported a 1971 loss of
as much as 40 per cent on the time.
munities. Some of these
chosurgery, particularly at the opportunity of presenting to the
$16.7 million, the largest deficit
Some of Senator Smith's colleagues think her bill
w.as rocnotio...S*L MOM
,914,
University of Mississippi, people news of agriculture problems- or areas of concern
is a little extreme, but we don't. What man or where O.J. Andy is operating through a regular column. As I are low net farm income or the since at least 1932 and perhaps
Miff
WNW MIllticUSTIK
the largest in its history. The
woman working in a factory or office is permitted 40 on 'hyperactive' children as get into another term as costirice squeeze; declining
MLII1RJOIMOSON.
exchange said $35.9 million in
lab*
Commissioner, I am pleased to farm
population;
rural
young as age five."
per cent absenteeism or time off at full pay? How
charges for assistance to susbe
able
to
continue
development;
polution;
this means
conBy psychosurgery, he said,
many county office holders could get away with
tainers at financially-disof commenting on topics of
sumer protection; political
•...
working half at home or on junkets or public doctors mutilate or cut out interest
tressed member firms wiped
and concern to all
muscle in legislative halls; and
parts of the brain in seeking to
out
the
year's
record
operating
speaking trips for which they would get fat fees?
insufficient strength in the
"blunt the individual's emotions Kentuckians.
profit.
Some Senators, we are told, are away from ,and make him more docile."
In looking at the job ahead, I market place. Education and
-The Pay Board changedits
Washington 60 per cent of the time Congress is in
"Each technique attacks and believe that considerable at- leadership are two other rules
TONITE
to permit higher fringe
with
which
farmers are
session And during an election year their at- mutilates brain tissue that has tention must be given to the matters
benefits that could raise total
T Iii A T
thru Tue.
'Ka-thing demonstrably wrong matter of coramunication. It is concerned.
tendance records are worse than that.
increases to workers by as
Today, we have some 121,000
with it, and each does this with- important that urban people
much as 6.2,,per cent. It also
Senator Smith's bill will get nowhere in Congress, in the delicately
0ACADEMY AWARD NOMINATIONS
balanced lim- understand the problems of farmers in the State. Ken- held that
ranges granted under
of course, but we guess it would rate a high mark by bic system of the brain which agriculture and rural
Kentucky. tucky's agricultural industry incentive programs designed to
VP Including BEST PICTURE
citizens and taxpayers who foot the bills in harmonizes the most highly de- By the same token, our farmers includes many thousands more
promote increased productivity
Washington
veloped human capacities, in- and rural dwellers need to be persons who supply the needs of
were exempt from general
cluding emotional responsi- informed about matters with farmers or who are engaged in standards
2011 Century Fox presents
limiting new wage
many
which
the
the
agribusinesses
urban
which
veness."
population is
increases to 9.5 per cent.
Gallagher called the report concerned.
serve agriculture or process
"one of the Most shocking
The State Department of and handle its products. This
documents I have ever seen," Agricultureis charged with the shows why we cannot speak in
CLEANER AIR
and said it is the first critical responsibility of serving as the terms of rural problems or
Jesus Christ gave himself for saw gams,that he might deliver.us
The British Department of
review of a wide-scale resur- fegulatory, service and urban problems. Agriculture is
tom this present eve werld.--Giatisei 1:4.
that
IN THE GREAT TRADITION
,,geev
the practice. He said
promotional
agency for to our economy what roots are Environment has reported
Christianity bears a relation to the worlifliitelhifoCi tifeliOat
OF AMERICAN THRILLERS
;here was 4_7_ pier cent less
Breggin performed' riaaitinct
age/MUD
re.
Th
-of-the
to a sinking ship. There is only one change for the world promised,
public service by bringing for- responsibility, we conduct tree suffer, the tree -suffers. smoke in Enslish air in 1976-71
1
trin Scripture: for the worse. In Chtist,.there is Life for them that
ward an immense amount of in- programs that not. only serve When agricUlture suffers, our and 10.8 per tent less sulfur
perish,
dioxide.
formation which has hitherto (Killers, but the consuming whole economy suffers.
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Coke Party Given
for Lynn Sammons
The beautiful home of Mrs.
Clifton Campbell on Dudlley
Drive was the scene of a coke
party given for Miss Lynn
Sanunons, March 11 bride-elect
of Don Bailey, on Tuesday,
February 22,at 1:30 to 3:00 p.m.
Miss Sammons chose to wear
for the occasion a two piece blue
knit suit and was presented with
a coursage of yellow shasta
daises. Her mother, Mrs. John
Sammons chose a two piece
yellow knit dress and was also
presented a coursage of yellow
shasta daises.
The charming hostesses for
the occasion were Mrs. Clifton
Campbell, Mrs. Chester
Thomas,. Mrs. Tommy Ern-fife ind Mrs. -Cletus
Colson.
Refreshments of cake, nuts,
mints, coke and coffee were
served from the beautifully
appointed table overlaid with a
white linen cloth, trimmed with
white lace and centered with an
arrangment of yellow daises in
a SIIVer 15.11ei1. On-Each side of
the arrangment, were silver
candle holders holding yellow
candles. Crystal appointments
were used.
The guest gathered in' the
lovely den where the brides
book. was presented for their
signatures. While Miss Sammons opened her gifts for the
guest to view. The hostesses
presented the honoree with and
electric skillet.
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Married Fifty Years

Piens_ Completed
10—riffWait Of Miss Rita Harris

Miss Rita Carol Harris,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.. Marvin Harris has completed
plans for her wedding to Jimmy
Yokley Stroud, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Charles Crandal of
Paducah.
The double ring ceremony
will be solemnized on March 4th
at seven o'clock in the evening
at the First Baptist Church with
Rev. Larry Gilmore of Fort
Worth, Texas, brother-in-law of
the bride.
Miss Harris has chosen her
only sister, Mrs. Larry Gilmore
as her matron of honor. The
bridesmaids will be Miss Celia
Simmons and Miss Joyce
Hopkins, both of Murray.
Mr. Charles
Stacy of
Paducah will serve as Best man
for Mr.Stroud. Groomsman and
ushers will be Mr. Robert
Jennings and Mr. Robert Bell
and Mr. Butch Humphreys of
Murray.
Organist will be Mr. Richard
Mr. and him Hardin Morris
ones and the soloist will be
-Mr.. and Mrs. Hardin Morris of Cardinal -Drive, Murray, WWI, Mrs. Gilbert Mathes both of
observe their fiftieth wedding anniversary on Saturday March 41. __i • Murray.
Mriand Mrs. Morris were married in 1922 at Paris, Tennessee by
Directing the wedding will be
Rev. W.C. Waters.
Mrs. Dennis Goudwin
of,
,
Their attendants were Mr. and Mrs. Dallas Holland. They have Murray.
one son Graves Morris of Murray and one grandson John Mark
All friends and relatives of the
Morris.
•
couple are cordially invited to
Mrs. Morris is the former Juell Ward. Mr. Morris was em- attend the ceremony
ployed for many years with Hughes Paint Store before his
retirement. The couple are members of the First Baptist Church.
There will be no formal observance of their anniversary.

Wednesday, March 1
at noon at the social hall of the
The Baptist Women of Cherry First United Methodist Church.
-Corner Baptist Church will In chic'ge of arrangements will
meet at the church at seven be Norman Klapp, Mr. and Mrs.
p.m
011ie Hughes, and Mesdames
Lillian Hicks, Eva Hilt, Marie
The Baptist Women of Flint Marvin, Mattie Parker, and
Baptist Church will meet at the Helen Peoples.
churcli at seven p.m.
The regular meeting of the
Senior
County
Murray Open Duplicate Calloway
Bridge Club will meet at Citizens Club will be held in the
social hall of the First United
Gleason Hall at seven p.m.
Methodist Church. A pot-luck
luncheon will be WKitaTfloon.
Thursday, March 2
The WMCF of the Assembly
The World'Day of Prayer will
of God Church will meet at the
meet at the Methodist Church in
church at one p.m.
the Hale Chapel at 10:00 a.m.
The HazerFarent-Teacher
The speaker will be Rev.
Club will meet at 6 p.m. The
Charles Moffett. All women are
executive meeting will be at
urged to attend the event which
5:45
is sponsored by the Church
Women of the Murray Moose Women United.
Lodge will meet at 7:30 p.m. at
Saturday, March 4
the lodge hall.
The W.S.C.S. of Kirksey will
The Garden Department of have a rummage sale at the
the Murray Woman's Club will Legion Hall at 8:00 a.m.
meet at the club house at 1:30
A dessert and card party will
p.m. with Mesdames Leonard be held for
members of the Oaks
Vaughn;Wesley Waldrop, R.L. Country Club at -7:30
p.m.
Ward. Eurie Warren and Members are urged to
come
James Weatherly as holitesses. and bring a
dessert. For information call Mr. and Mrs.
Friday, March 3
A.R. Hatcher 753-9517, Mr. and
The Murray-Calloway County Mrs.
J.P. Parker 753-2923, or
Senior Citizens will have its Mr. and Mrs.
David Thompson
potluck luncheon and meeting 753-5036.

Miss Karen Braboy
Honoree at Shower_
Locust Cr. Church

Make Over Roast B•ef
—Leffeversjor Good
Second-DayDinner

Meat leftovers are valued
laSr the cook who views them
Miss Karen Renee, Braboy, 4a4thes makings of an eiuiy, yet
bride-elect of Hugh Randy satisfying meal. Puttkts.
Barnes, was the honoree of a cooked beef to good use is a
given matter of having an approhousehold
shower
February seventeenth in the priate recipe on file, accord,
Fellowship Hall of the Locust ing to Reba Staggs, home
economist of the National Live
Grove Baptist Church.
Miss Braboy chose for the Stock and Meat Board. She
occasion a lovely blue and white suggests preparing Beef Endress from her trousseau. She core when the refrigerator
wore a corsage pi white Car: contains cooked beef.
Reef Encore
nations.
1 pound cooked sirloin tip
Games
were
played
or rump, cut in 34 tothroughout the evening with
I-inch cubes
Misses Jere Hendrix and Anna
2 tablespoons spaghetti
Mae Lassiter winning the
sauce mix from envelope
prizes. Miss Elizabeth Outland
1 can 15 ounces) tomato
won the door prize. The register
sauce
was ken,t_by _Kies _Nancy
-4suater
Osborn.
'2 packages (9 ounces each)
Refreshments were served
frozen Italian green beans,
from a beautifully appointed
cooked and drained
table which was covered with a 4 ounces noodles, cooked
yellow lace cloth and held a
cup Parmesan cheese
centerpiece of brightly colored
_
Combine spaghetti sauce
spring flowers in a silver
mix, tomato sauce and water
container.
The honoree opened
her in pan. Cook over low heat 5
Many- lovely" gifts before the minutes. Add beef -cubs&
twenty four persons present. cooked beans. Cook over low ,
Hostesses for the lovely event heat, stirring occasionally
were Ella Moody, Mary Miles, for 12 to 15 minutes or until
Vernell Starks, Polly Hooks, beef is heated through. Serve -Oneida White and Martha on cooked noodles. Sprinkle
Parmesan cheese over tap.
Jones.
to 5 servings.
_
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Mrs. Bazzell Is
Hostess or Meet
Of Homemakers
Mrs. Jerry Bazzell was
hostess to the Coldwater
Homemakers Club on Tues.
Feb. 15th. at her home.
Presiding at the meeting was
Mrs. Nevel Doores the
President.
Mrs. Noble Fuqua called the
roll with all members present.
It was the first time Mrs. Earl
Adams had been able to attend
in almost a year.
The lesson on new sewing
techniques on leather fake furs
and vinyls was presented by the
secretary stressing the point
that the patterns be simple and
accurate as there can be no.
changes once the rruiterial is
stitched, also the .fullness
cannot be eased- Wif e seam is
too long. The only remedy is to
make a srnall dart or re-cut that
often times will leave the
garment too small.
Mrs. Homer Bazzell was
wearing house shoes made of
wool thread and vinyl.
The recreation hour was _spent in cutting patterns for the
flowers made of the colored egg
cartons. Mrs. Hill Adams
brought along cartons for
everyone.
The hostess had some lovely
toes her daughter Cindy had
aiade. She, also presented each
person present with a pattern of
tie sun bonnet girl using a
detergent bottle for body, pipe
cleaners for arms and a
styrofoam ball for the head the
face can be bought at any craft
house. The ladies who had the
tole painting lesson might like
to paint the face.
Refreshments in the valentine
u told was served by the hostess
assisted
by
Mrs. Carl
Chrigenberry, Mrs. Cletie
'Black, Mrs. Sarah M. San- derson thildren Tracy and
Kelly Adams. The next meeting
,Is March 21st at 1 p.m. at the
Home of Mrs. Nervel oores.
Bridge Winners
The Murray Open Duplicate
Bridge winners for the last
meeting are as follows: northsouth, first Mr. and Mrs. W. J.
Swann; second Mr. and Mrs.
Max Carman.
East-west: first, John Berry
and Corky Harrison; second
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Holton.

Butter

storage

Keep only as much hut
ler or margarine in the
butter compartment of the
refrigerator as needed for
immediate use Don't let
butter or margarine stand
for long penods at room
temperature. exposure t o
heat and light hastens ran
ty
Pat Sandler's spring. 1972,
is bright and snappy. He
ensembles his Mfitumee in
vibrant red jersey. gayly
colored plaids. and smashing
stripes over
beautifully
coordinated layered dresses.
One-piece daytime dresses are
put together with eral verve,
using various combinations of
sweaters, skirts and shirts, to
crease harmonious and very
organised series of solids anil
pattern..

but Cool ,wife
upsets 25-yr. marriage

Loving

By Abigail Van -Buren
DEAR ABBY: I know it's impossible, but I would give
a year's pay to meet "Practically Untouched," because I
am just as hungry for affection as she is.
There is only one difference. My wife loves me II thinkl
and she is an attractive, intelligent woman who is fun to be
with. I just can't get her into the bedroom.
If I want to retire early, she stays up watching television until I'm asleep. If I come home Itte from a business
appointment, she's asleep. Or pretends to be.
I am no slouch, either. I'm 6 feet I and weigh 180. I'm
fit as a fiddle, have a headful of premature silver gray
hair, play golf and tennis in summer and handball in win.
ter.
hi our 25 years of marriage, my wife aad I. have never
gone off, for a weekend together. She kill .calls tt "nonsense" to run off and leave the 'children, who are now 23
and 24, and married with families of their own.
I have never cheated on her in my life. My parental
influence and religious training still sticks. But how long
can-I curb these growing frustrations? I..am constantly
propositioned by widows and neighbors. Even some of my
friends' wives drop little hints. It's one big battle, and it's
ON THE VERGE
not getting any easier. Sign me
DEAR ON: I hope this letter reaches you in time because you sound like a man with one foot in somebody
else's bed. You say your wife is intelligent. If she is, sit her
down and read this letter to tier! And if your life at Some
doesn't improve after that. she can't say she wasn't
warned.
DEAR ABBY: I hope you will reconsider your opinion
of the lady who always did needlework when litIfig—with
friends. _
You said, "She is making a statement. The company
isn't sufficiently fascinating to warrant my total
attention."
Not at all! I work full time and have a large house
and family, and the only time I can do needlework, a
hobby which I love, is while riding in the car, at meetings,
and during evenings with friends.
I have finished dozens of worthwhile projects this way,
and so have many of my friends. We certainly do not mean
to be insulting.
Needlework and knitting can become almost automatic,
and need not take away from one's attention to the conversation going on. And if the conversation is boring or trivial,
we are at least accomplishing something! Sign me . .
KNIT WIT

100% Polyester for EZ care-Beautiful Colors
White, Gold and Green, 63" and 81" lengths.

Dacron Polyester MARQUISETTE

CURTAINS
Your Doke of 63",

DEAR MRS. E.

already apologized for that one.

What's your problem? You'll feel better if you ket It elf
your chest. Write to ABBY. Box MN, Los Angeles. Cal.
$SW Far a primal reply melee* stamped. addressed

99

Permanent
Press

CAPE COD CURTAINS
Kodel Polyester and Avril Rayon Blend

72".Stfter 90" Lon*gth

LATEX

Wedding
Ring Spreads

FLAT PAINT

White & Colors

• 20 MINUTE DRY —
ODORLESS
• CLEAN UP WITH
SOAP a WATER
-LEAD- FREE —
BABY SAFE
IN:

AQUA,'f I- I I OW, all

•
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Curtains

SPECIAL

BIG FABRIC SAVINGS

4.

Fames MILLIKEN 'BONDED TURBO—ACRYLICS

„

Room Size
Indoor Outdoor
Polyolefin Type

Latest Spring Colors
54-56" wide
11-12 oz. Material
Machine Washable
Wear-Dated by Monsanto

Gai:E14. BLUE., IF TAl. l'INK,
BIRCH WHITE.a SOFT CRAY

CARPET 1698
Others To $24.98

Select a beautiful
Antique Style

LAMP

to '26"
MIRRO MATIC S I ecials IN MATCHING COLORS

DEAR ABBY Put me dov.n as one who does needlework
in company It's doctor's orders And it has done wonders
for me. In fact, I think I owe my "sanity" to the needlework I have done in the last two years.
Most of my friends know why I am almost never without my little tote bag of needlework. And the others can go
jump in the lake.
By the way, I am a male, and anyone who wants to
make something of that will be dead wrong! Sign me . . .
"BUSYFINGERS"
DEAR ABBY You were unfair to those of us who do
needlework while conversing with others
Some folks smoke because it "relaxes" them. Well,
knitting relaxes rue! And my knitting doesn't bother anyone But their - smoking sure bothers me Apologize'
MRS. K'. E.

SPECIAL

Beautiful Colors of Eggshell, Gold, Green

DEAR WIT: I see your point 'no pun intended), and
hereby reconsider. .

?As-

-

Machine Washable
No-Iron for E-Z Care
Foam backing insulates
Cold out in winter and
Heat out in summer

.
Meals Pres.
?Need
Flavors Safe Anton,
Pressure l'ontroti,
Proof Hanil'e..

,

Heat Proof
Automatic
Avacado and Poppy l(lean l'er k 9 cup .4.
Col or mo de

Fry Pan

Teakettle

F.•Z Clean Porcelain
Non-Stick Tough Teflon
Interior Avacado a Poppy
p'
If."Pat?
o ‘4011%
.f Heat
l'r .4 r
Handle SPECIAL

ItY1 as pf
:II ls pretty
Whistle,' to N.IIVC time and
fuel Ay:iv:ado and 1.1in1,
.114S neat Pr.00f handle

Proctor-Silez

Proctor-Silue

Steam-Dry IRON

PASTRY TOASTER

,„„„d„.na

Use fin Pastry or regular
Autioniatic Pop-up
toast
Special

6Ujr.sittee

011

2 1(4.111b
Weight;
iron
lies% effRFt

"il

877

RAM.
RADIO

A41-14.1 PIM I Ati1-4,.

Hatters Charger old` " 1
'A-dopier Attraiti.
!BOW SPIVI

,

IONA MIXER
,f

al

2

V

SlitIkl

i

Cookwati Reg.'12" Ctnnon Bath Towels I
I7. Pcteis
chiltuu Aluminum, Now Solids & Prints Si
Avacodo & Poppy $888 Reg. 'I" Now I 1 ar

ERMANS
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•
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art The Tigers & Lakersthe District Tournament
'10/1111924

West Sparks Laker Win
--Tiletday Over Now York
NEW YORK ( AP) — Jerry
West's shooting has earned him
the name "Mr. clitch." So it
n't surprising when his great
shooting wins a game.
The Los Angeles Lakers'
guard, with 11 years as a professional in the National Basketball Association, was the
spark Tuesday night in a 114III victory over the New York
Knicks.
It was West's field goal after
12 seconds of the fourth quarter
that gave the Lakers the lead.
It was another Mr. Clutch basket in the last half minute that
Tjd the game frit Les Angeles.
33-year-old star scored 32
points, 22 in the second half.
At an age when many ballplayers are checking their retirement plans, West is checking the opposition for the NBA
playoffs. The victory over the
Knicks clinched the Pacific Division title for the Lakers and
puts the team , on a collision
course with the Chicae Bulls,
the runner-up team in the Midwest Division of the Western
Conference.
"It's been a realtively easy

season," West said, towling off
after the Knicks' contest.
"Coach (Bill) Sharman has
been resting me. It makes it
easier for me and it helps the
team."
- is he thinking-retirement?
"So many p€:ople have retired
me," he said. "But I'm not
sure what I'm going to do. I'd
like to keep playing but I'm
just going to wait and see.
Meanwhile, I have the playoffs
to think about."
Despite a team filled with
stars—Wilt Chamberlain, West
and the now-retired Elgin Baylor—the Lakers have never won
an NBA title; The players are
"this is the year."
The Lakers set a professional
sports record 0(33 straight victories earlier this season, and
have a chance at eelipsing the
NBA record for victories in a
single season. The team needs
12 victories to break the 68-victory record set by Philadelphia
in 1966-67.
It appeared another steady
performer, the Knicks' Jerry
Lucas, held the thunder when
he bombed in four straight bas-

North Carolina Downs
Winners Announced SWIti Carolint

kets starting the game. New
York held the lead until late in
the first quarter, then regained
it five minutes later. The
Knicks managed to maintain
the lead until West's fourthquertar field goaL
The
Murray
Women's
Gail Goodrich backed West's
tournament was
scoring with 28 points while Bowling
Wilt Chamberlain had 20 and concluded Sunday at Corvette
Happy Hairston 14. Lucas' 32 Lanes, with winners in all
points led the.Knicks, who got categories being announced by
20 points from Dick Barnett, 19 Pat Scott, secretary of the
from Bill Bradley and 14 from tournament.
Dean Meminger.
Glenda Hill and Hilda Bennett
In other NBA action, Mil- took top honors in the doubles
waukee defeated Detroit 131- category with a score of 1212.
113, Seattle edged Baltimore Pat Scott and Kay Addison were
118-117, Atlanta trimmed Buf- second with a 1194. Burlene
falo 99-98, Chicago thumped Brewer and Patsy Neale took
Portland 116-92, and Golden third place with an 1185 and
State topped Cincinnati 128-120. st. Mary Harris and Marilyn Parks
weredyn
.
cth with a 1184.
John Block paced MilIn the'. Singles competition,
waukee's closing spurt, which
handed Detroit its seventh loss
in eight games. Block scored 17
of his 21 points in the second
half but still finished as the
Bucks' second-highest scorer to
Kareem Abdul-Jabbar who had
34, Bob Lanier had Apoints for
the Pistons while Curtis Rowe
had 24 and Jimmy Walker 21.

By HERSCHEL NISSENSON
Penn over St. Joseph's and 109 as Dean Tolson scored 34
Associated Press Sprots Writer earned the Quakers a share of points and Martin
Terry 33.
Minnesota and Ohio State are the Philadelphia City Series The old record was
119 points
battling once again ... for the championship with Temple.
shared by Baylor and Texas
Big Ten basketball lead.
"They look like the best in A&M.
The two rivals, who staged a the East to me," said Jack
Debbie Nance took first place
donnybrook last month that re- McKinney, the St. Joseph's
with a 706. Gail Bishop was sulted in
two Minnesota players coach. "I've seen North and
second with a 637, Mildred being suspended,
surged back South Carolina and I've seen
Hodge was third with a 636, to the top
of the wild and wool- Penn a few times. I think
and Glenda Hill was fourth with ly Big
Ten race Tuesday night. they're better than North Caroa 635.
Unranked Minnesota edged
Glenda Hill was top winner in Purdue 48-43
Reda Overby and Earl
and 14th-ranked
Marshall struggled past UNCthe all-events category with a Ohio State
crushed Illinois 103- Charlotte despite 19 turnovers "Buddy" Wilson were selected
1610 scratch, and a 1907 han- 70 while
No. 16 Michigan, which as Randy Noll scored 22 points as the "most active members"
dicap score. Second place had a half-game
lead entering and grabbed 14 rebounds while of the Kenlake cycle Club for
scratch went to Marilyn Parks the night's
play, bowed to In- Mike D'Antoni had 15 points 1971:
with a iert.--Betty Riley to
The aCtIvity award is giVen to
cliani179-75 and fell a half-tame and 13 assists.
second with -1701 in the han_IMO:people who have par"It
was
one
of
Our
!Tooteddicap.
The big noise nationally, how- games of the season," said Carl ticipated in club functions and
. The winners will be awarded ever, came down South
where Tacy, coach of the 23-2 Thun- who have done the most to
trophies and cash prizes Sun- unheralded North
benefit the club.
Carolina dering Herd.
day, March 5, at 2:00 at Cor- State stunned thirdMrs. Overby served as
ranked
In the frantic SWC, Texas correspond
vette Lanes.
ing secretary in 1971
North Carolina 85-84 on Paul
Christian nipped Texas Tech 89- and is
presently serving as
Coder's three-point play with
88 on Jim Ferguson's basket treasurer.
She has been a
,seven seconds left.
with 26 seconds left, Bobby member
of the club for four
Elsewhere,
second-ranked Rollings scored
21 points as years and has been
Louisville remained atop the
riding for 14
SMU downed Rice 78-69 and years.
Missouri Valley Conference
Texas shot 55.5 per cent and
Wilson has been riding for two
with a 90-85 victory over North
held off a late Texas A&M years
and has been in the club
State, setting up Thurs- charge for
an 80-73 triumph. for two years.
He is the 1972
day night's showdown with
Tech and A&M had been part president
and served as vice
Memphis State; fourth-rated of the
aft111111111111111114141111t000111numniiiiiiiiiiiiiill011111111111111110111111111011111110111iNiNta
five-way deadlock.
president last year.
Spencer Haywood's 28 points,
Penn ripped St. Joaepb's 77-64;
In a meaningless SWC game,
Both award-winners are
Dick Snyder's 28 and Lenny
No. 9 Marshall downed North
Arkansas set a league scoring members
of the American
Carolina-Charlotte 76-59 and the
:±-- Wilkens' 25 were just enough
record by trouncing Baylor 131Motorcycle Association.
for Seattle to defeat battling
MIAMI (AP) — Jack Nick- finish behind Tom Weiskopf in hectic Southwest Conference
Baltimore in overtime. Wilkens laus is closing in on one of his Jackie Gleason's $260,000 In- race narrowed from a five-to a
F. scored four points in the extra most cherished goals—passing verarry Classic, the richest three-way tie among defending
period. Archie Clark led the Arnold Palmer on the all-time event on the schedule this year. champion Texas Christian,
Bullets with 32 points while money winning list—and could
That boosted his career total Texas and Southern Methodist.
Jack Martn had 28.
Minnesota rallied from a 16achieve it with a victory in this to $1,447,030,86. Palmer, 42
EAtlanta held Buffalo to just week's $150,000 Doral-Eastern years old and in his 18th sea- point first-half deficit to turn
Sy Mike Brandon
.
21 eight points in the final 10/
son, beat only one man in the back Purdue, holding the Boil1
2 Open golf tournament.
"It's something I'd very_ field in the Gleason with finish- ermakers without a field goal
minutes and came from behind.
1
2 minutes. Bob
Pete Maravich's 33 points led much like to do, particularly ing rounds of 80-79 and won over the final 7/
Nix, who led the Gophers with
the Hawks, who also got 20 with Arnold still playing," the only $400.
Palmer, the game's all-time 15 points, sank two free throws
from Lou Hudson. Elmore 32-year-old Nicklaus said
Flip a coin or draw straws. Any way one goes about it, the
Smith, Braves' rookie center, Wednesday before a practice leading money winner for about to tie the game at 39-all and his
District Four Tournament is about as even as it could possibly be.
round on the 7,065-yard, par 72 a decade, now has a career to- basket with 1:48 remaining sent
had 23 points and 16 rebounds.
The first game of the tournament will take place at 7:30 p.m.,
Blu
eCR
Monste
ouriat
. the tal of $1,471,226.83 of which them ahead to stay.
.
Chicago
up
Thursday in the Murray State Fieldhouse. That contest pits the
Ohio State hit 51 per cant of.
$263,330 was won in the seven
Countryrudj"- Club.- 4-;chalked
its
North Marshall Jets against rival South Marshall. Picking a straight over Portland with
"You always like to be the years before Nicklaus turned its shots agaftist IllinoK-With
winner in that game is a little tough to do. North Marshall is a - Chet Walker scoring 30, Bob
-first in--as many categories as professional, an era of relative- Allan Hornyak scoring 27
strong physical hallclub but South Marshall has big gun Sherman Love 21 and Norm Van Lier 20 possible."
ly small purses compared with points, Wardell Jackson 23 and
.
Cothran leading their' offensive attack. My personal pick is the for the Bulls. Sidney Wicks and
Nicklaus, in Its llth year on the present multi-million dollar Luke Witte 21. Coach'Fred TayGeoff Petrie each had 20 points
Rebels by six points.
lor said it was "the best we've
tour, picked up $29,640 tour.
Reda Overby and Early "Buddy" Wilson were selected as the
for the Trial Blazers. The Bulls the pro
Friday night's first contest pits the Lakers of Calloway
Nicklaus trails by only played offensively" in more
week
last
for
second
his
place
"most active members" of the Keniabe Cycle Club for 1971 and
lost Coach Dick Motta when he
County against a weak Benton Indian team. Calloway has
than
a month. "The kids have
$24,195.97. First prize in the
were awarded plaques for this honor.
was called for two technical
blasted Benton three times this season and this game should
Doral-Eastern, which begins its been so grim. Burkie I assistant
fouls in the first quarter.
have no reason to be different. The Lakers of Jerry Conley
,.coach
Bob
Burkholder) even
72-hole run Thursday is 330,0e0.
should walk to a 20 point win, barring some kind of a miracle.
Golden State held a 20-point
Palmer, stung by one of his tried reading them a poem beMurray High will play the winner of the North and South game
poorest performances in recent fore the game."
lead with four minutes left to
in the Friday nightcap beginning at 8:45 p.m. The Tigers have
Harv Schmidt, Illinois' coach,
REPAIRED. REFINISHED
years, is not coimeting.•
play befare Cincinnati roared
1005. HANDMADE
split with the Rebels and lost a two point decision at North Marback to nearly pull the game
And Nicklau, as usual, is was more impressed with the
shall. The loss at North really can't be termed as an upset though.
Buckeyes' defense, caag it
out. The Warriors' Nate Thur- By
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS one of the tavorites in the "the best Ohio
The officiating that night was enough to give Mayfield or Carlisle
State defensive
mond scored 27 poir.ts while
strong,
144-man
field.
A
victory
The Carolina Cougars, given
County fits. I am not going to walk in deep water on this one,
team I've seen."
Jeff Mullins had 24 and Joe a day
off by the Amenican.Baa- would vault him into the No. 1
therefore, I offer no prediction.
Schmidt then took a look at
'OLD TIME BLACKSMITH.'
Ellis 21. Nate Archibald had 38 ketball
Association schedule- spot on the all-time list with al- the Big Ten
Calloway County should be in the drivers' seat looking at the
stretch drive.
GENE KNIGHT
for the Royals.
most
$1.5
million.
maker could hardly relax Tuessituation from a non-partisan view. The Lakers could probably
Some of his chief challengers "Ohio State has a tough game
use their bench half of the game and still win by an impressive
day night.
include Weiskopf, Lee Trevino, at Indiana, which is playing
1,anb
margin over Benton. Thus the Lakers should be well rested for the
PHONE 753-4035
Sandwiched between Pitts- Tony Jacklin of England, South very well. Minnesota's aweMETAL C TOOLS
ROUTE 3, MURRAY, KY
championship encounter Saturday. The first place battle will get
burgh and the Floridians in the African Gary Player, Masters some. Michigan is probably at
underway at 7:30 p.m. also.
three-way fight for fourth place Champion Charles Coody and a disadvantage with two of
Personally nothing would suit me better than for North
in the ABA's East Division, the defending title-holder J.C. three on the road."
Marshall to pull an upset over South Marshall Thursday. That
Cougars didn't quite know Snead.
The Wolverines lost a road
alone would almost assure a championship clash between
whom to root for when those
game Tuesday to Indiana, alAJ BC
Trevino
showed
flashes
of
his
Murray and Calloway. The Tigers would love to pay back
Bowling League
two clubs went against each old brilliance last week
Team
before though they wiped out an 11W..L
North Marshall for the earlier loss on the Jets' hardwood. And
other.
Gutters
52/
27%
1
2
fading and said he's now ready point halftime deficit. Joby
If the two ballclubs do meet, you can bet the Tigers will be out
Torpedoes
511
/
2 26/
1
2
The Floridians wound up on to "get down to some serious Wright paced the winners with
Road Runners
for blood.
41
39
Challengers
top
134-126 and moved one-half golf." Player made a run at the 24 points while Henry Wilrnore
39
40
/
1
2
/
1
2
South Marshall has defeated Murray once this season and the Glory Stompers
37
43
game
ahead of Carolina in the title in his first American start had 27 for Michigan.
Tigers came back three weeks later with a convincing nine point Bowlers A
37
43
standings.
The loss dropped the of the year aqd Jacklin has
Head
Pins
N.C. State's triumph was the
36
43
/
1
2
/
1
2
home court win over the Rebels. A third meeting between the two Peacemaker
s
361/2 43/
1
2 Condors Ph behind the Couplayed very well in his last two 300th for Coach Norman Sloan,
teams would have to be labeled as a tossup since there will be no Ball Returns
34 •
46
starts.
gars.
who said that nothing could be
High Team Gams (SC)
home court advantage in-the tournament.
Torpedoes
In the only other ABA game
535
finer than to beat North CaroMurray has had a tough time in the past two weeks as far as the Be Bops
508
played Tuesday night, Utah deltha'. "If you had to pick a
schedule goes. The Tigers have suffered losses to Mayfield, Bowlers I
471
game for your 300th win, it
feated Memphis 125-115.
High Team Game (NC)
Carlisle County and a heartbreaker at Ballard Memorial. But the
Bowlers 4
735
would be against North
tough games will be a help, since the Tigers will not be meeting Be bops
Al Tucker's 22 points paced
722
Carolina."
Torpedoes
717
such rugged opposition in the District.
the Floridians past the conHigh Team Series (SC)
Coder was the star of the
Porter McCuiston has been galloping along at a 19 point scoring Torpedoes
dors. Pittsburgh, which got 44
1478
average for the season and has been playing some fine ball over Road Runners,
show, scoring the last seven
points from George Thompson
1105
1305
the last half of the season. Tyrone McCuiston has come • a long Be bops ",
points for the Wolfpack. The
and 33 from Bob Verge, By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Nigh
Thomas More upended
way since the middle of the season and is one of the toughest Torpedoes Team Series (NC)2024 bounced from behind and
led Wright State 81-70 in a college loss dropped the Tar Heels into
Developed originally for Yamahas GP
sophomores in the region. Dean Willis and Thurman Foster all Bowlers 4
1986
a tie with Virginia for the At120-114 with less than five tnincham1960
basketball match Tuesday lantic Coast Conference lead.
have performed Well over the season and Adam fanning has had Head Pins
utes remaining.
Nigh Ind Series (SC)
pions, the newly designed 5-por
night.
t
engine
his strongest games in the past rronth.
of
Alan Jones
434
State led 44-33 at halftime but
But the Floridians tightmed
It was the only college bas424
Murray has an unlimited amount of talent on the bench. An Larry Evans
makes
the
80
G7S
this
the most exciting
Garry Evans
404
up, stealing several passes and ketball action, in Kentucky. At Carolina roared back and led
outstanding "B" team that compiled a season mark of 16-1 forms
High Ind. Game (SCI
machine seen in years. AUTOLUBE,
converting them for baskets Denton, Tex., Louisville de- 84-80 with 1:14 to play. Coder
the nucleus for what has to be the strongest bench in the tourney_ Larry Evans
176
big fadethat gave thern the lead for feated North Texas State to re- then hit a jump shot and followAlan _I OOPS
162
Coach Bob Toon's Tigers, after a slow start, stand 12-9 for the Nancy
free
brakes
and
Utterback
Enduro styling lets you feel
1-61
keeps.
tain its hold on the No. 2 Mis- ed with the three-point gameyear.
High Ind Game (NC)
winner. Tommy Burleson led
the thrills of the race circuit, in
Jeff Reed
219
In looking at the possibility of a Murray-Calloway chamUtah got 65 points from Willie souri Valley Conference rank- the
street clothes.
Wolfpack with 24 points and
Nancy Utterback
210
pionship tilt, it must be kept in mind that the Tigers have twice
Wise and J.-it-rimy Jones and ing.
Bonnie Lyons
205
Dennis
Wuycik
had
for
30
the
PUT IT TO THE TEST!
Thomas More jumped to an
beaten the Lakers. Murray whipped the Lakers at home and on
High Ind Series (NC)
-breezed past Memphis.
Jeff Reed
553
early 15-2 lead, and stretched losers.
the Calloway floor. It is tough to beat a good team three times,
The
Stara,
Nabcy Utterback
leaders
only
546
,f the that to 40-17 at halftime.
00
Louisville had trouble with
bat. it can be done.
Eric Story
537
ABA's Western Division. were
High Averages
•
Steve Lucas poured in 20 for North Texas State's zone press
Perhaps the key figure to watch in the Tiger-Laker tilt that
down by seven points at halfLarry Evans
146
Wright State, and cut the lead but beat the Eagles at the foul
might take place is James Wells. The 6-5 freshman center of the Garry
Evans
145
time but took control in the
Lakers has been playing good ball lately and has not fouled out in David Copeland
15 in the second half, but the line, sinking 18 of 26 to the losto
139
third period and coasted after
137
ers' nine of 11. Jim Price
Wsa better machine
Rebels stayed in front.
the last four or five games. If the big man of the[Akers does get in Bob Hargrove
Richard Scott
135 , that.
Dave Otte paced Thomas stored 23 points and Ron Thorn-fool trouble,.then look-tor the Tigers to winthe match.
Alan Jones
135
_Wise finished wittr3S points, More with 15_points.
MiTCOnningtrem
a's 21 for the Cardinals while
But, Murray must win the semifinal game to gets shot at the
Sue Adams
127
one more than Jones. Memphis'
are no college basket- -Jet)/ Sasser paced the low-flyThere
Lakers. And if the Tigers are looking ahead to Saturday night,
Beverly Rogers
124
Charlie Williams led all seorers ball games scheduled in Ken- ing Eagles with 23.
then the Murray season will end Friday.
Phillip Adams
121
816 Coldwater Rd.
with 35.
Al Cotter's 25 poins sparked
tucky tonight.

4In Bowling Tourney

Two Named As 'Most
Active Members' Of
Keidate Cycle Club

Nicklaus Looking
Palmer
Career Money Taken

BRANDON'S
BITS

Tournament Picks

Florida Wins
Over Condors

antiquts

tnntom loubts

kaugljts *bop

Fres

IA
Lean

Fres
Elm

Shar

lorgeb

BOWLING
STANDINGS

Thomas More
Upsets Wright

Mort

Smo

Fl
Slic

'72 ROAD RACER IN
STREET CLOTHES

$389

YAMAHA

HitH Cycle Sho

Phone 7534078

kV0

Every Doi Caw; tow_Prices ... Plus
Saki Green-Stampsi

DOUBLE-STAMPS AU DiPtTUES. AND WED.
• en Till Midnight 7 Days A Week
We Redeem U. S. Govt. Food Stamps '
— We Reserve The Right To Limit Quantities —

KRAFTS
• Miracle
WhiP

29t
Earl
.selected
members"
Club for
•

tO

served as
tary in 1971 .
serving u
been a
for four
riding for 1440
•
for two
In the club
Is the 1972 '
as vice r

•

Si4bRTENING

31b

Jack 0 Lantern

SLICED BACON:69c
:036e4RK -LOIN
69c
HAMBURGER lb 59c
r;
iFres6
a liak RI BS
69c
h3 IRK BRAINS gi,49c
WIENERS
49c
CH EESE 99c
St!CE D BACON 11,39c
PICkle & Pimento 99c
• 24c
MEAT PI ES
59c
M
lb

lb

"
1
Pkg

io0
bar3

Mortons

Smoked

Shank Por

lb

Sliced Bacon

*IIIERTY-10UPON

chamgine of
exciting

3-1b.
4PIN
Can CM
--with this coupon and '7.50 or more
additional purchase, tobacco and dairy
products excluded.
-AID AFTER MARCH 7, 1972

ig fadeou feel
clothes.
TEST!

15c
CA:ekD
61c
Ohrliah MUFF I Ni71:27c
PU REX
L2 Gai33c
OTE
29c
Chef 9
Cream

Miss Liberty

69c

Style

4 lb can

SAVE 15 WITH THIS COUPON
One Coupon Per Family
Good Only At Liberty
• -Vgig-AFTER-

N°2can 31C

FOOD

3°3 Can

25 lb bag $1•99

LETTUCE
CELERY
S
PEARose RS
POTATOES
68c
TUNA
CABBAGE
6C
(e
n liUM
3`161i
OltsedANGES
48c
ENGLISH WALNUTS
All

lb.

I'und

TURKEY PARTS

BREAST
THIGHS
LEGS
BACKS
NECKS
WINGS

79c
lb. 45c
lb. 39c
lb. 29c
lb. 29c
b.29c
lb.

D

BUY ONE AT REGULAR PRICE
AND GET ONE FREE!!

Texun

46oz. can

WEIGHT WATCHERS
BROTH
Chicken-Beef-or onion 32c
SUGAR SUBSTITUTEU 64c
NON-FAT DRY MILK94c
HADDOCK LUNCH
SOLE LUNCH
CHICKEN LIVERS
PERCH DINNER
FLOUNDER DINNER 99c
Chopped Sirloin Dinn7r
$1.59
HOFFMAN DRINKSZeol19c

4-1.111116 Calif *—
Folger's

COFFEE

gri
g
nel
ACH ES
Trail Blazer

Milk Maid

FLOUR

5 lb-bag_

$1.89

-*--LIBERTY COUPON *
Pet Ritz

PIESHELLS
Ild:F"yCREAM
59C
ORAN
i GE JUIC
E
Dl
b.
EilCH FRI E2S 29c
2

Gal.

Garden

with this coupon and $3.60 or more
purchase from our

bag

* LIBERTY COUPON *

S&H GREEN STAMPS
12-oz. can
SAVt 15' WITH THIS COUPON ,
One Coupon Per Family Per Day
Good Only At Liberty
, Ititt"

with this coupon and the purchase of
3 lb. pkg.

GROUND BEEF
PATTIES
VOID AFTER MACH 7, 1172

with this coupon and $5.00 or
more grocery purchase, tobacco
and dairy products excluded.

?
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TilUrISM . ..

BilrWoultlive Judges
asses first i
State
On Generic Drugs; Senate Next veto PerOver Paroles

(Continued from Page 1)
Itace Track in Louisville contamination in Kentucky
FRANKFORT,Ky.(.kP)-Miles Park'
has filed suit against the Kentucky Trotting Commission,seeking Lake last year, did directly
1972 trotting race dates. ---affect business.
The conunission denied the track's request for trotting dates
"The third factor affecting
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) from Sept. 18 through Nov. 4. Those dates would overlap the Sept.
tourism
is one we don't have The Kentucky House has
Henderson.
Race
Tract at
15 - Oct. 21 dates granted the Audobon
The suit, filed by the Louisville Racing Corporation, operators much control over, the weather. passed its first generic drug
of Miles Park, contends the commission exceeded its powers in The relative cool and wet bill, along with an industrial
summer of 1971 did not do much loan bill which it had killed two
rejecting the application.
to help tourism in western weeks earlier.
Kentucky. If the 1972 summer
Both bills were passed and
PADUCAH,Ky.( AP)-An 18-year-old former student has been
charged with arson in connection with a fire that destroyed 20 weather is just a bit better, it sent to the Senate in a lengthy
tiesereeens and offices at Lone Oak High School.— --- will do a lot to stimulate-*louse session Tuesday. Generic
drugs are all those which conMcCracken-County Atty. Sam Carlick said a
warrant was business."
Lindsey went on to add that tain the same chemical inissued Monday for Rusty Herring. He is presently under 60 days
the future of tourism in the gredients.
observation at Central State Hospital near Louisville.
Kentucky Lake-Lake Barkley
Under House Bill 427, a forDamage in the Feb. 2fire has been estimated at $1 million.
area is not limited to a mulary council would be set up
CINCINNATI ( AP)-The 6th U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals projection of one year.
to determine which generic
"In the years to come," he drugs would be therapeutically
Tuesday ordered a hearing on a suit contesting the legality of the
st„
Tennessee Valley Authority's acquisition of 9.6 acres in Lyon said, ''western KenteCk3r-31131L-7-iiquaridintliitio
receive more than its share of ticular brand names. Esclept
County, Ky.
The court sent the case back to District Judge Rhodes Bratcher, benefits- to promote tourism. for ogie consumer, the nineman
New developments going into dfuncil would be comprised of
with instructions to hold a hearing on evidence.
The suit was filed by Hugh and Peal Ramage, who clairfiThe operation will lure more and physicians and pharmacists.
land was acquired by the TVA under undue coercison, and that more people into the area; the
Once that list was prepared,
completion of Interstate-24 will a pharmacist woulc substitute a
Mrs. Ramage was mentally incapable of agreeing to the sale.
provide a new major artery for generic drug from the list for a
fast ap- brand-name drug, unless the
FRANKFORT,Ky.(AP)-The Kentucky Air Pollution Control travelers; the
Commission has been enjoined from enforcing its newly-adopted proaching four-day work week prescribing doctor had stipuwill make more leisure- time lated that It shoeld not be QOM.
clean-sir plan by a temporary restraining order.
Franklin Circuit Judge Henry Meigs granted the order at the available for city dwellers to
The ihdustrial loan bill, which
request of David Murrell, an attorney for the Citizens League to come to the western waterland had- been tabled on a 50-34 vote
region;
AI* increasing on Feb. 14,was. brought back
Protect the Surface Rights, an eastern Kentucky Environmental
recognition of Land Between for consideration Tuesday on a
group.
The plan was adopted Feb. 15. Murrell said no date has been set the Lakes as a unique area, all 59-30 vote. Then, after an exwill work together to make tended debate, it was passed on
for a hearing on the court's restraining order.
tourism an even more integral a 50-38 count.
part of the economy of the
The measure, HB 236, would
region."
raise the true interest rates on
Kentucky's Western consumer loans from industrial
Waterland, Inc., represents
an-companies from 11- to 13
SAIGON f AP -The--IL--&-(kimmand announced-4W -second businesses interested in -the per cent. It also Would-raise the
biggest troop cut of the Vietnam ivar today, reducing total U. S.
promotion of western Kentucky. maximum amount of such
strength in Vietnam to fewer than 120,000 men from a peak of The basic counties involved are
543,000 in April 1969. President Nixon has ordered this force cut to Calloway, Christian, Caldwell,
69,000 by May 1.
Livingston, Lyon, McCracken.
Among the units included in the 4,940-man reduction was the Marshall, and Trigg.
2nd Squadron of the llth Armored Cavalry Regiment. The night
before one of its 1,060 men was killed and five were wounded in a
clash 24 miles northeast of Saigon.
Funeral services for Mrs.
Birdie Wilkins Brewer are
WASHINGTON AP)-The Senate defeated 67 to 26 today a
being held today at one -p.m. at
(Cantinaed from Page 1)
proposal of Sen. Sam J. Erwin Jr., D-N.C., to deny federal ofthe chapel of the Max Churchill
ficials power to prevent any child -from attending the school cent under the plan - could be Funeral Home with the Rev.
justified in order to keep all of
nearest his home.
Dossie Wheatley officiating.
The amendment offered to the higher education-school Corbin in one district.
Serving as Pallbearers are
proposal
The
Huff-Knuckles
desegregation bill, was a version of the neighborhood school
Truman Smith, Brent Manning,
disproposal which Ervin has sponsored unsuccessfully in previous would have brought both
Tom Brewer, Hoit McCallon,
tricts within the 3 per cent
legislative battles over school desegregation.
Harvey Story and Hal Smith.
left
the
would
have
margin.
It
The amendment was the first voted on as the Senate began its
The Max. H. Churchill funeral
17th District 2.67 per cent
final day of consideration of the mammoth bill.
home is in charge of the
above the mean and the 21st
arrangements. And the burial
2.48 per cent over.
forces
(AP)-Lsraeli
Goshen
launched
will be in the
TEL AVIV
air and artillery
"There's only one Republican Cemetery.
assaults today against Arab guerrilla camps in the desert of
county in my district and that's
Mrs. Brewer age 80, died at
southern Syria. The attack was the fifth across Israel's borders in
Butler and they took half of 1:20 p.m. Monday in the
a week. It was in reprisal to guerillas based in Syria who had fired
that away from me," White Mayfield Hospital.
at Israeli positions in the occupied Golan Heights 13 times in the
said. He also represents WarSurvivors are one daughter.
- past four days, the Israelis said,--7ren and Logan counties. White Mrs. Nelson Adair, of Farwere
Syrians
and
two
guerrillas
three
army
said
Syrian
The
said he would have preferred to mington; one son, J.C. Brewer
killed. Israel accused the Syrian government of supporting and
encouraging the guerrillas. The attack into Syria came after four leave his district intact even of Calvert City; and one sister,
days of Israeli operations against Arab guerrillas in southeast though it is 4.99 per cent over Mrs. Susie Deason of Collinthe ideal population figure now. sville, Illinois. Five grandLebanon.
Voting for the plan were children and eight great
WASHINGTON (AP 1-The.two top Senate Leaders, former
Sens. Palmer,Carroll Hubbard, grandchildren also survive. She was preceded in death.
Far East history professor Mike Mansfield and Chinese art exD-Mayfield ; Tom Mobley, Dpert Hugh Scott, have been invited to visit China. They hope to
Louisville; Pat McCuiston, D- by her husband, Joe Brewer
-make the trip in late spring or summer.
Pembroke, and John Chris who died in 1939 and- her son
Nixon relayed Premier Chou En-iai's invitation to Mansfield
John Brewer, who died in 1957.
Cornett, D-Hindman.
and Scott Tuesday, then reported to congressional leaders on his
Mrs. Brewer was a member
Palmer said he received no
own historic mission. The White House also said Tuesday that
direction from the adminis- of the Goshen United Methodist
Nixon had spoken with Chinese leaders about John Thomas tration on how the plan should Church.
Downey, an American pilot held in China since the Korean War. be drawn.
No details of that talk were released.
The plan also includes the folMIAMI( AP(-Cesar Chavez has urged migrant field workers lowing changes:
-Shift the northern tip of
ICeatinued from Page 11
to join in new "areas of struggle" after his farm workers union
won an unprecedented labor agreement covering 1,200 citrus Martin County from Cornett's
says it's ok to kill a
Fellow
20th District to the 25th of Sen.
harvesters.
time
every now and then,
little
The new contract between Coca-Cola's Minute Maid Corp. and Roy Ross, D-Paintsville.
after all that's what it's doing to
-Move
the
western
portion
of
Chavez' United Farm Workers Organizing Committee marks the
you.
first time in Florida that a grower had recognized a union as McCreary County from the 15th
bargaining agent for field workers. The three-year pact came District of Sen. Norman Farris,
What happened to that
under fire from the Citrus Industrial Council which represents R-Somerset, to the 16th of Sen. summer weather we
had
James
Hicks,
R-Albany.
the state's largest industry.
-Remove Boone County from Monday and Tuesday'
the 26th District of Sen. ThomWe've got Jonquils in bloom,
as Harris, D-Carrollton, and
put it with the southern portion the Forsythia has big buds and
of Kenton and Campbell coun- the Japonica is in bloom
CLEVELAND, Ohio (AP)-Dr. Albert Sabin is reported in
ties to make up the 24th DisDid some limb pruning over
satisfactory condition after undergoing open heart surgery at trict of Sen. Clyde Middleton,
the weekend which should
Cleveland Clinic. R-Covington.
Developer of the oral polio vaccine bearing his name, Sabin
reduce the bumps on our head
-Redraw Sheehan's 23rd Dissaid surgeons removed veins from his legs and used them to
as we mow this summer. Ther
trict
to
northern
include
of
all
bypass a blocked coronary artery during a two-hour operation
were just a few limbs that we
Kenton County.
Tuesday.
kept forgetting and we always
-Shift Bracken and PendSabin,65, said he expects to leave the clinic about March 17. He
managed to hit them.
leton counties from the 23rd
plans to spend a month recuperating in Florida before returning
and Grant pounty from the 24th
to the Weizrnann Institute of Science in Israel. He is president of
Wool mikes us break out all
to Harris' district as well as a
the institute.
over and itch something
portion
of
Jefferson
County.
Sabin also has developed vaccines to fight encephalitis, sandfly
terrible.
-Move Robertson County
fever and dengue fester. He has been wprking on the possibility of
from the 23rd District to Palm- a link between virtises and Some-cancers.
A GI on a jetliner became
er's 30th along with a portion of
engrossed in conversation with
Fayette County.
LONDON (AP)-Composer Lionel Bart, an ex-slum dweller
the man sitting next to him.
-Transfer the southeastern
whose hit songs made him a millionaire, has declared himself
The man said,"I believe that
tip
of
from
the
LaRue
County
bankrupt.
it's a man's duty to share any
10th District of Sen. Walter
"I'm sorry, I can't say anything", the 41-yeer-old Bart told
good fortune he may.have with
newsmen after filing a petition of bankruptcy in court Tuesday. (Dee) Huddleston, D-Elizabeth- his wife. For instance, when he
town,
to
the
14th
of sen. WilThe composer of Britain's most successful stage and screen
makes a little extra profit, he
liam Gentry, D-I3ardstown.
musical since World War II, "Oliver," Bart hit the top in a
ought to buy her a nice new
-Take
the
western
tip
of
meteoric, 13-year career as a songwriter.
dress."
Hardin County from the 10th to
His fortunes started to ebb in 1965 when "Twang", a musical
"That sounds like a good
the 5th District of Sen. Damon
based on the adventures of Robin Hood,folded after six weeks.
idea," said the GI. "Are you a
Majors,
D-Ca
ne
yvil
le
.
At the height of his success, Bart was a prominent member of
-Shift the southern portion of psychologist or something?"
the jet set. One of his purchases was a golden toilet paper holder
"No," came the reply. "I'm a
Muhelenberg County from the
for the bathroom of his sumptuous house in London's fashionable
dress manufacturer."
6th
District
of
Sen.
William
LoKensington district.
gan, D-Madisonville,
to
FREE PUPPY
McCuiston's 3rd.
A part Boxer female puppy;
SAN DIEGO,Calif.( API-Dr. Jonas Salk says the battle to find
-Move the western tip of Da- 3"2, months old is'free to
a cure for cancer won't produce a major break through such as he
viess County from the 8th Dis- 'someone,for a pet. Will make
hit upon in developing the first polio vaccine.
trict of Sen. Delbert Murphy, good watch dog. Phone 753-6309.
"There is not going to be a breakthrough",Salk told ahincheon
D-Owensboro, to the 4th of Sen.
audience Tuesday.
William Sullivan, D-Henderson.
"This is a tough problem that is going to have to be whittled
FREE PUPPIES
Mid the • wiethweatervi coraway".
•
as
The Salk Institute is among the research institutes searching
ner of Marshall County, now in pets. They are part Heade and
for a cancer cure and its 57-year-old director said "progress has the 2nd District of Sen. Tom part Fox Terrier. May be seen
Garrett, D-Paducah, to Hub, • 401144 North First Street or
been made". But Salk said it was impossible to predict when the
illness might be controlled.
bard's first.
call 75341632.
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-To allow pedestrian malls
7- • FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP)-A
loans from $6,000 to $7,500 and
Kafoglis asserted pharmacwhich would give circuit to be built in second and third
extend the maximum repay- ists "know more about drugs bill
judges veto power over paroles class cities; Sen. Norman Farment period from 61 to 121 than I do." He added that "Evwas introduced Tuesday by ris, R-Somerset.
months.
ery doctor in Kentucky will
Sen.
Nicholas Baker.
Before passing the generic have veto power over every
-To stimulate the use of
The Louisville Democrat's
drug bill, the House accepted prescription he writes" by stipparaprofessionals and adult volthe
require
proposal
would
amendments offered by its ulating that no substitute be
State Parole Board considering unteers in the public school syssponsor, Rep. Robert Hughes, made for it.
tem, under state school board
D-Louisville, and rejected live-- The House leadership guided a parole to notify the circuit supervision; Sen. Lacey Smith,
court
the
whose
judge
from
submitted by other members.
the industrial loan bill through
D-Louisville.
Hughes said the formulary a maze of opposing motions prisoner was sentenced.
-To empower the comwould
tell
judge
the
then
The
council created under his bill and roll calls although it remonwealth's
attorneys in counprovided safeguards not con- ceived little vocal support on Parole Board within 30 days ties with a population of 150,000
whether
justiparole
is
he
feels
tained in a generic drug bill the floor.
to 200,000 and more than four
fied.
which he was instrumental in
circuit
judges to name up to six
House Majority Leader John
If he says es or expresses
killing in the 1970 sossion.
Sen. Mike
Swinton:I_ of_Cynthiana said "It
wropinion, the advice would.- assistants;
in.
MekeleY•
can't De-Ef that bad'aii•
not
be
binding
on
the
parole
'. --x--g --"'
save money for those buying critics maintained, and added
-To cite to circuit court'perthe cheaper generic drugs and industrial loans were about the board.
- sorts operating overweight coal
But
if
the
judge
replies
the
also "will bring the scandalous only type not given an interest'
person should not be paroled, trucks; Sen. Joe Stacy, D-West
costs of prescription drugs raise in 1970.
.
the
board under the proposal Liberty.
down, which we sorely need to
-To make the spillage of
not be able to grant pawould
No
one
Rep.
responded when
do."
rock,
slag, bricks, coal, sawBut one of the amendments Eugene Stuart, R-Louisville, as, role.
dust or wood chips from an
bill
which
serted
would
force
A
hosthat
hear
"I
have
yet
to
which Hughes offered and the
overloaded vehicle a misHouse adopted deleted a section one person to explain the im- pitals and doctors to treat any- demeanor; Eliqa. Jentfe-Kieter,
or injured' in?'
declaring "theirany difference portance, significance or neces- one SeVerelY
D-Louisville.
between the wholesale cost of sity of this bill" and asked if mediately-regardless of ability
to
pay-was
introduced
in the
the prescribed drug and the ge- anyone present could do so.
Rep. Phillip King, D-Cov- House.
neric one be passed on to the
The proposal of Rep. Robert
ington, repeated figures he
consumer.
In defense of the amendment, used in helping table the bill Hughes, fl-Louisville, would
(Coatinned from Page 1)
Hughes said the provision before, showing that a $7,500 provide stiff penalties for physipatns
ients.
or institutions which de- Ky. , Sept. 17, 1922. Doors
would harm small drug stores loan tinder the bill would cost a cia
that could not buy drugs as conifumer $4,100. Of that, $2,625 lay or fail to treat such opened Sept. 24, 1923. Dr. John
W. Carr (1859-1960) was first
cheaply as could large chain would be interest deducted in
It also would prohibit any de- president. His home 285 feet
advance and $1,436 would be restores.
lay in treatment while credit SW.
The only amendment de- quired insurance premiums.
Two bills passed and sent to checks are made or financial
"To locate school at -Murray,
signed seriously to weaken the
citizens of Calloway Co. gave to
bill was offered by Rep. Wil- the governor were Senate Bill forms filled out.
The proposal calls for man- Ky. $17,000 to acquire land for
liam Schrnaedecke, R-Cov-' 92, bringing members of insurington. That amendment, de- ance holding company systems slaughter charges against doc- campus and $100,000 to confeated 26-49, would have re- under state regulation, and SB tors and hospital officials struct Administration Building
quired a doctor to give his ap- 125, creating a Governor's where the patient dies because 150 feet NE of here".
of lack of treatment or delay,
A Charter Day dinner will
proval before a pharmacist Council on Agriculture.
with jail terms up to six follow the unveiling ceremony
Other
sent
to
bills
passed
and
could substitute a generic drug
months and fines up to $5,000.
at 6:30 p.m. in the ballroom of
for the, brand name one pre- the Senate included:
Other measures introduced:
-HB 404, requiring grain
the Waterfield Student Union
scribed.
-To place state employes' Building on the campus. A
Rep. Nicholas Kafoglis, D- storage dealers to post bond inBowling Green, a physician, de- stead of allowing them to file pay under a cost-of-living index Frankfort program at 10 a.m.
fended the bill as drawn up and financial statements to back up factor; Rep. John Lsler, D-Cov- (EST) is also planned in
ington.
their operation, passed 89-0.
commemoration X the singing
amended by Hughes.
-HE 39, excluding part or all
of the bW that eventually led to
"It is unfortunate that profesthe establishment of Murray
sional pharmacists have been of federal and military retireState.
degraded (in the debate on the ment annuities for persons over
bill)," Kafoglis commented. 65 from state income taxes, de(C.eatinaed from Page 1)
''They are highly-trained pro- pendir.g on how much money
derson, and Joe Stacy, D-West
fessionals with four years of the persons made from other
Liberty, opposed it.
sources, passed 92-0.
college."
(Continued from Page 1)
Downing estimated the increase would net the state $3 Farris,John Mark Hale, Robert
million to $4 million a year and Hopkins, Clyde Jones, Benny
provide a vehicle for further re - Maddox, and Dr. William F.
ducing the severence tax rate Smith, Jr. Candlelighters will
from 4 to 3 per cent. He said be Jean Cote and Terri McCord,*
the reduction would help the
Mr. Havens will also address '
deep miners who are most like- the Service Circle-Wear-Helm
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) - rset; James Hicks, Albany; ly to pay
the percentage rate.
Sunday School Class at 9:45
Motorists convicted of driving donald Johnson, Fort Thomas,
Logan spoke out against the a.m. Sunday morning, and will
while intoxicated would be per- and Walter Reichert, Louisville. proposal, however, saying it
show his colored slides of the
mitted to purchase an "occupa- Democrats voting against it in- would do nothing for strip
min- Democratic Republic of the
and
get
to
to
License"
cluded Sens. Georgia Davis, ers in Western Kentucky, who,
tinsel
Congo (Zaire) at 6 p.m. in the
-from work and to use on the Louisville; Edwin :Freeman... are likely-to-pay' the 30tent
fellowship hall of the education -job under a bill passed Tuesday Harrodsburg, and Carroll Hub- rate regardless of the altfilWAbUilding. The Chi Rho's and by.the_ KentuckLSenate.
_ • --live percenage
_rd, Mayfield.
expert to see the slide -.
CYF'ers
asiiiies
The measure, wtiicTino
House Bill 273 would let the
Western Kentucky operators presentation. Qualified nursery
to Gov. Wendell Ford, was ap- Department of Motor Trans- are more
likely to pay the flat care will be provided on the proved by a 29-7 vote.
portation, if it could show good rate because the price of coal second
floor of the education
The Senate also passed a bill cause, reject a judge's recom- there is
less than in Estern building.
that will allow Ford to add two mendation that a driver be is- Kentucky.
As a result the 30Mr. Havens is currently the
members to the Public Service sued an occupational drivers li- cent levy
would generate more vice-president and treasurer of ;
Commission (PSC). The vote cense.
revenue than a percentage as- the Pension Fund of the
was 26-9.
Applicants for such licenses sessment.
Christian Church (Disciples of
The measure contains an would be required to pay a $50
The severance tax was re- Christ ) in the United States and
emergencyclause which will al- fee and anyone violating the
duced from 5 to 4 per cent after Canada. Before he came to this
low it to take effect immediate- terms of the license Would be
testimony during budget hear- position, he was serving as
ly upon signing by the Gover- subject to a fine of up to $500
ings indicated the higher rate treasurer of the Church of
nor. Some Republicans charged and a year in jail.
was likely to drive marginal Christ ( Disciples) in the Congo.
that the bill was unnecessary
Freeman said that many
miners to strip mining.
deep
He and his family lived in
but -some voted for it while times as a judge he had wished
"The governor has gone as Mbandaka where he was apsome Democrats opposed it.
law
on
the
been
a
there had
Sen. Tom Garrett, D-Padu- books for the good of a con- far as he can go without addi- pointed to the work by thetional revenue," Downing said. United Christian Missionary
cah, said the bill to expand vincted driver's family. He said
"He has made a_ good faith ef- Society.
PSC membership from three to on several occasions loss of a
fort to help the deep miner."
Mr. Havens was born in
five was necessary to give the license by the head of a family
Logan also voted against Alderson,. West Virginia. He
conmUssion the expertise to resulted in the entire family
saying even a slight in- received the B.A. degree in
handle its complex work. He having to go on welfare be- HB47
crease
in permit and acreage business administration at
said it would allow the gover- cause the breadwinner no longfees was likely to have an ad- Lynchburg
College, and
nor to appoint an authority o er was able to get to or perverse effect on the coal in- M.S.B.A. at the University of
each of the following: Gas, wa- form his job.
dustry in western Kentucky.
Richmond, Virginia. He is a
ter, electricity and telephones.
He said the law would proThe committee also reported Certified Public Accountant and
vide
a
useful
tool
for
dealing
Sen. Walter Baker, Et-Glasfavorably bills that would:
was granted that certification
gow, said instead of hiring two with such cases and predicted
-Allow the Department of by the Commonwealth of
would
conresult
in
more
it
new members to the part-time
Economic Security to make Virginia in 1958.
posts, the present members victions by juries who other- short-term emergency loans to
He is a former Navy payroll
should start working full time. wise might hesitate to deny an families with children if Feder- clerk, hospital auditor,
acindividual
his
livelihood.
He warned additional utilities
al money is available for the counting firm partner and inassessments to pay new memSen. Gene Huff, R-London, purpose.
structor at the Richmond,
bers would be passed on to con- spoke. out against the bill say-Supplement the salaries of Virginia, Professional Institute
ing it benefited drunk drivers. full-time firefighters.
sumers.
night school. From 1961 to, 1,965.
Baker had introduced a bill He moved that the measure be
-Appropriate funds to the he was office manager in
which would have required bi- tabled. The motion was de- Legislative Research Commis- charge of accourrting
and partisan membership on the feated by a vote of 6-22.
sion.
records
for
Hamilton
commission beginning in 1976.
In other action the Senate
-Require proof that an indi- Manufacturing Company, RichSen. Walter (Dee) Huddles- passed and sent to the House vidual had paid all property mond, Virginia.
r
D-Elizabethtown, said the bills that would: ,
taxes before tie could receive a
Mr. Havens took eighteen
measure fit in with Ford's cam-Make illegal the possession motor vehicle license.
months study in orientation at
paign promises to reorganize of certain narcotics para-Establish memorials at Shi- Vanderbilt University before he
state government. He said it phernalia.
loh, Tenn., and Gettysburg, Pa. was ppointed to the Congo. He
would create a more efficient
-Require all manufacturers honoring Kentucky soldiers who has been active in
his church as
commission, which in turn except steam plant operators to died during the Civil War.
Sunday School superintendent,
would prove economical te.Ken- obtain a permit from the De-Establish a law enforce- chairman of stewardship,
tuckians.
partment of Natural Resources' ment foundatlim to aid local chairman of the
general board
Sen. Scott Miller, R-Louis- before taking or diverting wa- law enforcement.
and taught in the church school
ville, added that anyone'who ter from a stream.
Allow school districts to levy of Vine Street Christian Church
-Decrease the maximum an occupational tax on resi- while in
had ever tried a case before
Nashville. He did
the commission "can appre- distance between two tandem dents whose children attend hospital accounting
as internal
ciate the awesome task they axels on a motor vehicle from schools in the district but who auditor
at
Vanderbilt
inhave." He said with its
120 to 96 inches. The measure work outside the county.
University Hospital, also during
creased caseload the commis- would better distribute the
The committee voted twice his 18 months in Nashville.
sion "has done a remarkable weight on heavily loaded on a bill to raise circuit court
For six months before he went
job. I think it's only right that trucks.
jurors' pay from $5 to $10-a-day to Mbandaka in the Congo,
Mr,_
iseieity-eounty health buttailed both thrift te rtitulteirlidVins mid- his- wife took
departments in counties with the necessary five votes to rewith which to work."
missionary preparation
Republicans supporting the cities of the second class to pert it out. Under the bill court
-training in
LeChambon,
bill in addition to Miller includ- charge fees for services to non- costs would be raised to
financ.,:.1Prence. Mr. and Mrs. Havens
ed Sens. Norman Farris, Some- indigent patients.
the Pay hikes,
have four children.
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Convicted Of DWI To Get License
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'Red & White

CAKE MIX
& FROSTING
Keebler Co. Red Tag

COOKIES

Red & White Sliced or
Halves

PEACHES

Red & W14Whole

MAJESTIC MOROCCO- DINNERWA
FOR
DISTINCTIVE CANDLELIGHT DINING Imaginative artistry of design adds new dimensions of beauty

TOMATOES
300 can

and elegance to Morocco dinnerware. Fashioned in the traditional style, its luxurious look is emphasized by the rich, glowing patterns forever protected under a crystal clear glaze.
Truly a masterpiece of formal dinnerware artistry.
Morocco is practicable for everyday use..

41s?
Red & White

Liquid

• DETERGENT PROOF
• OVENPROOF
• DISHWASHER SAFE • FADE PROOF

CRACKERS PALMOLIVE
Red & White

TOWELS
Large Roll

4/$1®
Lady Betty

PRUNE
JUICE

liff

Giant

PEANUT
BUTTER •
18-oz.,

75'

49'
Red & White

DOG FOOD
CHUNKS
25-lb.

Red & White Cream Style

CORN

5189

303 can

Nescafe Instant

COFFEE
10-oz.
Tasters Choice
Freeze Dried

COFFEE
4-oz.
$1
"

Red & White

$155

COOKING
OIL

Folger's

99'

GET YOUR COMPLETE SET NOW DURING THIS EXTRAORDINARY
OFFER - NEVER BEFORE AVAILABLE AT SUCH TREMENDOUS
SAVINGS.

Red & White

COFFEE
CREAMER

',oz. 49$

Special Event Price

COCA-COLA
28 oz

Fruit

OLEO

85c
1-lb.

3/5P

Kraft

Golden Bake

CATSUP
.144.

-BREAD

Aluminum

21oz_ .

'foil

5/5r

$1.99

Special Event Price

'1.69

Coupon Worth
YOU PAY ONLY

.40
$1.29

PLATTER
Special Event Pshice
Coupon Value
YOU PAY ONLY

Red & White

.50
$1.79

29t Pineapple 43'
Mayonnaise 69t Dressing Qt. 49t

Del Monte

2/49'

.50

4/5r Cocktail
Blue Bonnet

3-PIECE MOROCCO PLACE
SETTING

$2.49

Coupon Value
YOU PAY ONLY

COFFEE
1-lb.

4 FRUIT DISHES

303 can

• Qt

Salad

Red & White

Orange or Grape

MB
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Tappan Acquires
Singer Company

-

AGE NE

-4

TIT'USVILLE, --P1r:=-(A14 history collection of the Drake
AUCTION
AUCTION SALE
-1Pat--11ALlr:
AUT011
- Indians were Ameri- Well Museum in this tiny Law
The Tappan Company of
first
America's
INANE
where
to
men
ca's first medicine
Mansfield, Ohio announced this 1965 CHEVRO
131c
was drilled. -ImPa17- *************************0
use oil as a cure for all kinds of
It is the Pieced major devel- week an agreement for the automatic and
*
,A local one
disease.
opment in the last two years to acquisition by The Singer owner.
Price
nclition.
This was more than two cen- peel away the mystery of oil's Company of New York, of
M2C
53-1439.
$325.00. P
turies ago, long before the Unit- early history. The first was exassets of the Ened States was born. And some cavation ot-an ancient oil pit certain
even believe it probably was the dug by prehistoric Indians to vironmental Comfort Group of 1965 MERCEDES BENZ 190
Tappan.
practice when Columbus dis- collect petroleum.
series. Excellent condition. Can
The acquisition includes the be seen at 910 North 18th Street or
covered the North American
Sue
Ann
Archeologist
Curtis
.
Air Conditioning
continent.
M6C
phone 753-6842.
of nearby Oil City discovered Commercial
Saturday, March 4 at 10 A.M. at the home of Mrs. Wayne
.--The Indians were the forerun- the pit but didn't Ithew the in- Division at Carteret, New
ners of the so-called "snake habitants skimmed it out with Jersey and the Wilmington Coil
Rowlett located at Buchanan, Tenn., turn right on gravel
1961 FORD GALAXY four door
oil" salesmen who foraged the
road 'at Bethel cemetery watch for auction signs. 2
Division at Wilmington, North
feathers. The advertisement resedan, V8 power steering. Good
countryside before and after
bedroom suites, chifferobe, odd chest, several chairs,
Carolina.
vealed how the early Indians
condition. May be seen at Murray
the Civil War, in the rural east
rockers, treadle sewing machine, duncan Phyfe
including
diversified
a
Tappan,
did the job.
Service, Maple and 7th or
Muffler
and pioneer west, peddling peMaple drop leaf table with 4 chairs, Maytag
table,
dining
Printed in German and bear- manufacturer of appliances, phone 753-1888 after 6:00 p.m. M3troleum for rheumatism, headautomatic washer, losts of dishes, wash kettle, 2 power
air
and
conditioning
cabinets
from
users,
testimonial
the
ing
aches, ringworm, and tuberculawn mowers, graden tiller, 1 new metal gate, pull type
._._
ad claimed petroleum wou.ki and heating equipnalaiLiu-L___
intiL----bush hog, some hay, IL Farmall irractoe,.Tots othat
cure just about any -disease dicated the acquisition - &--For
Newly-discovered historical
CUTLASS, good
tools, 3 stock cows with calves by side, 1 springing cow, 1
known to man. It said this approximately $18 million in 1966 OLDS
material now reveal petroleum,
condition, price $875.00. Phone
medicament"
"proven
was
on
polled white face bull, many more items too numerous to
cash.
used medicinally, was gathered
M3C
753-4331.
sale in many of the then 13
mention.
by Indians, drop by drop, with
W.R. Tappan, President,
states.
feathers swept across the sursaid: "The retention by Tappan
Before the circular was found of the substantial Residential 1967 VOLKSWAGON, white,
Auctioneer,
face of oily springs in Western
M3C
$800.00. Phone 753-4331.
it long was believed that Sam,
•
Pennsylvania.
based
Division
Conditioning
"'
Air
gives
uel Kier of Pittsburgh was the
Only oil clung to the feathers,
Tk,KE ONE- Paris couturier Andre Courreges
gives confirst full time promoter of oil as in Elyria, Ohio,
in wool outfit of a
1966 FORD STATION wagon, one *
likely stripped from the wings
Milady a choice, orange _et gauay_ianfe.
in the
base
broad
oar
to
tinuity
medicine.
a
,
.
cap.
owner, low mileage, excellent *
sailor's vest and pants worn with beaked
turkey.
of an eagle or a wild
He sent wagons from town to home-oriented appliance condition. All the extras. Phone ****************************
The oil was wiped carefullyinto town-in the early 11150s peddling
'M7C753-3222 after-4:04in.
a jar, and hoarded until sick- petroleum. Later Kier turned
He said the "Residential"
ness struck.
refiner and marketed oil as an name.,for the division did not
1961 FORD GALAXY,- trailer
And when the white man illuminant, which was its first
accurately describe its market
first
trek,
westward
the
started
hitch attached. Phone 753major use.
penetration, since it was
M3C
in small numbers and still in
5037.
already selling products to
friendship, the Indians used
EVERY FRIDAY NIGHT AT
medium
apartment complexes,
their alleged' healing black Debut
1968 CHEVY II 6 cylinder. New
641, three miles North of Paris.
Highway
HOLLYWOOD (UPI) - sized office buildings and other tires. Excellent condition. Phone
grease as an item of barter.
another load from St. Louis;
week
This
The Indians' unusual oil gath- Susan Dey, the young beauty installations, in addition to 753-3265 or 753-6760 nights. M6P
Glasses, dishes, and furniture
ering technique came to light in of television's '"The Patridge single and multi-family units.
a 1792 advertisement found in. Family," will make her motion
Mr. Tappan said the EXTRA CLEAN. 1963 Chevrolet,
AUCTIONEERS
picture debut at MGM ..ut
0 0 i the archives of....the.„Library„ *tAirborne" which staii-Residential and - r2Glistrimer 6 cylinder. See at 1619 Miller or
ng.
coini
JAMES E. TRAVIS 278
is
Company of Philadelphia:---'---con'which
Divisions,
Service
•
M2C
phone 753-6312.
Now that ad is part el the oil Charlton HeApo.
SHORTY MCBRIDE 247
tinue with Tappan, along with
with
Division
International
the
FORD FALCON, good
investments in Venezuela, El 1963
condition. Phone 753running
Salvador and Argentina, had
M3P
5747.
FOR RENT
_ FOR RENT
about
of
Unaudited sales
$54,000,000 in 1971 and pre-tax
earnings of about $3,100,000. 1969 DATSUN four door ONE BEDROOM small trailer, EFFICIENCY APARTMENT for
The entire Environmental automatic, 22,000 miles. One $35.00 per month. One two two students, across street from
MIC bedroom trailer, $45.00 per campus. Available now. Private
Comfort Group, purchased owner. Phone 753-6206.
M3C parking provided. Phone 753-4342
month. Phone 489-2595.
from
Tappan
by
recently
Wacoma
2 can
/
No. 21
or 753-.4978 after 5:00 p.m. M2C
Del Monte
American Standard, Inc., for
FOR RENT OR SALE
FURNISHED APARTMENT,
approximately $40,000,000 cash,
2 lb.
near Five Points. Air con- CLEAN UP or body shop at
had unaudited sales of about
FOUR BEDROOM brick how ditioned, electric heat, carpeted. Midway. Phone 753-8426 or 753676,000,000 in 1971 and pre-tax
436near the College. Phone
M13C
M3C 5311.
Phone 753-6044.
2190.
earnings of about $3,100,00.
32 oz.
46 oz can
HIP
between
transaction
The
HORSE TRAILERS for rent and NEAR rANOE1AMA Shores, two
Tappan and Singer is effective 'Think twice!
CHICAGO . +UPI) --le at 641 Super Shell, Murray, bedroom furnished, carpeted
Unsweetened
as of the ese dr-business on When very angry, depressed or
with air conditioning. Also have
Kentucky. Phone Max at753January 31, 1979.
anxious.. one should think
three bedroom house', un1TC
9131.
says
car,
a
twice about driving
furnished, carpeted. Phone 436Together again
the National Safety Council.
M2C
=66.
HOLLYWOOD (UPI I Instead of driving, try a
Director Sam Peckinpah and long walk to work off such
Lucien
TWO BEDROOM furnished
cinematographer
If you must drive, be
$179 Ballard, who combined forces feelings.
trailer, air conditioned, one maaware of your vulnerable
25 lbs.
1 lb.
on "The Wild Bunch." will condition and make every
t-from Murray. $85.00 per month,
work together again on Steve effort to keep your emotions
water furnished. Phone Cadiz
McQueen's "The Getaway.- under control.
M13C
522-6332.
Ready-To-Eat
UAW

AUCTION
SALE

Ant
open

fri

James E. Travis, No. 278

(

AUCTION SALE

CCC

warms Market

7rarin Beach

45$

Orange Juice

47'

Tuna

87

47' Sorgham

Fruit Cocktail

39

Lux
59'

Rent A New
Blue Luster
SHAMPOOER

Flour

2f°r 35
Oleo
Horoscope
Individual
Your
Frances Drake
3for 99
*Produce*
Temple
Bush's
Asparagus 300 can 43 Oranges
Bush's
Cream Peas 300 can 2for 39s
lb.
Banana
300 cans
Bush's
*Meats*
Crowder Peas 2fm 39'
Rump or Sidoin Tip
Bush's
lb $139
Hominy 300 can 5for 55$
Roast
300 can

55 Pork
Bush's
Tenderloin
5for 55* Chicken
Pinto Beans
Breast
Salisbury Steak-Gravy
Northern Beans

lb.

69

lb.

59'

All Meat
anquet Cooking
3 for 89' Reelfoot Franks 12 oz 53'
Bags
.....
1
Solid
Swanns Market .
Gold Medal Flour -Gall I
SAVE 25
2 Lb. Can of
al Jet-Dry
531
FOLGER'S COFFEE

,40.-v+40N

VALUAOLIE COUPON

c+Nroiwv490-

WHEN YOU BUY A

WITH COUPON

guoo week of

March 1 - 8th
Swanns Market

SPECIAL PAIC f
WITH THIS COUPON

89'
pkg.
Betty Crocker
di March 8, 1972)
Hamburger Helper Two Flora 59'
New Pack Ferry's and Crossman Seeds Are Here!
good at

5 lb.

Phip

VwL'AWLS COUPON

THREE AND two room apartments. Phone Ronald W. Churchill, 753-2736 or 753-8395.
M2C
Available March 1st.

HOUSE 4bedrooms,all carpeted,
2 baths,
/
FOR THURSDAY,MARCH 2. 1972
.heat, 11
electric
on
TWO TRAILER:- homes
reasonable. Also nice mobile
Look in the section in which SAGITTARIUS_ _„
Kentucky Lake Blond River area.
home, carpeted, air conditioned.
your birthday comes and find I Nov. 23 to Dec. 211'.
Nice and modern. Air, electric
per month. Call 753$65.00
in
compoints
fine
the
Note
according
is,
outlook
what your
heat, automatic washer, large
M1C
plicated matters, affairs of private lot. Phone 436-2427. M3C 8333
to the stars
import. Make statements,
ARIES
BEAUTIFUL VALARAH Lee
decisions with particular care.
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)
roons
Five
be
to
have
may
Monroe.
Past
procedures
Apartment,
unfurnished, 2
heedlessly
ON
others
DUPLEX
cross
Don't
and bath, central heat and air, bedroom, living room, kitchen,
or when they are disturbed, changed.
except if a matter is important. CAPRICORN
carpet throughout, extra large utility and bath. Carpeted. Air
Dishwasher,
Be especially tactful when Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) 10
master bedroom, range. Days conditioned.
dealing with members of the
An average day in. spots, phone 753-3648 or 753-6202 after refrigerator, stove, garbage
TFC disposal. Phone 753-3865.
opposite sex, superiors.
much better in some areas. 5:00p.m.
M3C
TAURUS
Keep accounts, records in or( Apr. 21 to May 21)
der. Examine your procedure
Instant results of your efforts and tactics. Best efforts will REAL ESTATE FOR SALE REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
--may not be forthcoming. But
new laurels.
steadfastness and faith will AQUARIUS
bring reward eventually - and, (Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
FINE THREE BEDROOM HOME with central heat and air
perhaps, in .unexpected ways.
Planetary influences are not
conditioning including 135 acre farm on blacktop road
GEMINI
entirely friendly. Much will
southeast of New Concord and only three miles from the lake.
( May 72 to June 21)
depend on your adaptability,
Approximately 90 acres tillable ( 24 acre corn base), barn,
Planetary aspects generally willingness to alter schedules,
crib, machinery shed, two wells, land is fenced. Farm
corn
warn against hasty .,:leech, revise plans, etc. Don't follow
for you to plant a crop. We have a low price on this
ready
is
has
Day
acts.
thoughtless
false leads.
property.
those
for
plenty of advantages
who are alert and ambitious, PISCES
I Feb. 20 to Mar. 201
210 ACRES LOCATED ON BLACKTOP road southeast of
however.
Your modest and unassuming
New Concord, many acres of tenable land, some pine, only
CANCER
of
means
the
be
can
demeanor
,-.2 miles from lake. Priced at $120.00 per acre.
2
23)
(June 22 to July
On a second look at day's getting what you want now.
FOR YOUR FARM NEEDS-EITHER BUYING OR
program, you may recognize Push ahead in new ventures if
StLUNG
new dimensions, variances you you feel the time is ripe, but
did not realize existed - more strive also in necessary but
opportunities for advancement. perhaps less interesting tasks.
So take that second look!
YOU BORN TODAY are
418 Main Street, Murray
bright and alert; you quickly
LEO
753-7531
753-3059
753-5064
(July 24 to Aug'. 23) .4
appraise, know what you want
John C. Neubauer, Associate Broker
You may run into some op- when you want it. -Few persons,
position and misunderstandings including yourikf, knOw your
We are a member of the MultiRje Listing Service
now. The main thing is to mind intimately. You seem
recognize this and remain contradictory'at times, yet are
clear-cut, wisely discrimunruffled.
inating, and like to be fair. You
VIRGO
( Aug. 24 to Sept. 231 IP%. are artistically inclined, have a
There may be some detays or retentive memory and a keen
interruption in your Schedule, eye for details. You'are stubTaxpayers who itemize their
Ky.--Good records
but an alert and busy mind like born, yet will heed-the reasoner can save tax dollars at income deductions on Form 1040 must
yours should help to eliminate who is respectful; seldom admit tax filing time for
Kentucky have available cancelled
defeat; are a strong opponent,
the distractions,
checks, receipts, statements,
taxpayers.
of:
Birthdate
earnest friend.
LIBRA
Robert J. Dath, District and other material to support
Pope Leo XIII; Samuel
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23)
'Avoid actions which could tip Houston, Amer. gen'1.; Sir Director of Internal Revenue in the claimed deductions.
Mr. Dath said that, in addition
the scales the wrong way. You Thomas Bodley, diplomat, Kentucky, said good records
help you get all the deductions to saving tax dollars, good
have instinct and intuition that scholar.
and credits you are entitled to. record keeping
makes
will help you. Concentrate on
A good system for keeping preparation of the tax return a
'worthwhile endeavors only.
YOUR PERSONAL is0a0SCOPE
records is to label envelopes or much easier task.
SCORPIO
FOIE I72 -• includong a oessilitd day
andplet gauitleto
cem
yfcrecnrtiTi..ocor,
an
y
ibov
folders according to the types of
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 72) InerV'
prehernfve character anolySts •-••
Some fireworks indicated in
income- -and deductions you
GAMBIA INDEPENDENCE
For your personal
now available
have, Mr. Dath,said. Bill and
, personal matters. Don't become
fOrecast. send Si OD plus 25 cents in
._Gambia. last British colony
thht ter pos111171,one nunininst se thlt
Cblisult-With
Wild-WiTura
newspaper, rare of Horoscope Boos
In West Africa, became an
Old
O.
others as to the best way of
appropriate folder as they are Independent state on Feb 18,
Print
a
Bn'k, 4N3Y 10:11
e" Tor
Staro:5"'N
producgetting onto the sure,
your NAME. ADDRESS unth ZIP, and
paid.
1965.
DATE Of IIIRTH
tive road.

XCr

Chicken

Legs & Thighs

•

WESTERN AUTO
4ome of
The Wishing

A
is

ha
res
sCE
-gor

n

5thr
300 can

Creamed, Chip Beef
Chicken-A-U-King

111

Purex
33'
I"

Hi-C 46 oz can

Bush's Great
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to Hawaii
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brochure f
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THE WANT ADS

NOTICE

rs. Wayne
un gravel
signs. 2
al chairs,
can Phyfe
3, Maytag
t, 2 power
PtIll VP*

ing POW. 1 *
merous to *
*,
*

0
.78
******

NOTICE

NOTICE
Antiques -

including Steam Bath and/or Massage

THE SOUTHERN
PLACE
2 mile East -Henri,.
1
--Hwy. 79 /
Phone 243-9323
enry, enn.

Carnival Glass, Furniture,
Iron, Bells, Books, Bottles, Pot & Pans

Phone 753-2962
LYNNVILLE SHOE Store has
done it again. We are overstocked. All ladies winter boots
going at cost and under. We are
daily our spring
receivin
tpmen of lady's,.children's
and men's shoes. These are all in
famous name brands so we can't
mention the name because of our
low discount prices. I would like
for all our friends to visit us
before you buy shoes. Lynnville
Shoe Store, open 6 days a week
8:30-6:00, Sunday 1:00-5:00. M9C

ENT

'ARTMENT for
-oss street from
le now. Private.
. Phone 753-4342
:00p.m. M2C.
body shop at
753-8426 or 753-t
mi3o. ,

MA Shores, twoc
died, carpeted
ning. Also have
house, unted. Phone 436M2C

)M furnished
timed, one mai15.00 per month,
Phone Cadiz
M13C

PERSONALLY conducted tours
to Hawaii, Mexico, California,
Williamsburg, Va., Washington
plus others. Write for 1972
brochure from Pennyrile Tours,
Rt. 4, Hopkinsville,Ky.
M11C
4224O.

ms,aflcar
1% 'baths,
io nice mobile
air eastlitionsel.
.CW1753M1C
VALARAH Lee
infurnished, 2
room, kitchen,
1. Carpeted. Air
Dishwasher,
stove, garbage
M3C
F53-3865
E FOR SALE

heat and air
lacktop road
rom the lake.
base, barn,
fenced. Farm
, price on this

southeast of
me pine, only

3UYING OR

Estate
753-7531

INSURANCE: MOBILE homes &
Motor Boats,Home Owners. Low
rates, broad coverage, excellent
claim service. Galloway In-surance and Realty.- Agency.,
Murray,Ky.Phone 753MlONC
5842.

Remember... Only

CURTIS-MATHIS
offers the 8-Year Pro-Rate Picture Tube Warranty!

TV SERVICE CENTER
ELECTROLUX
Newest models

wo room aparttonald W. Churi or 7$3-8395.
512C
i 1st

Drinks- --

When Buying A Color TV

Central Shopping Center

demonstrated
FREE at your home.
Sal.N ill Take Rade
Maio

SAL SARCONE
753-7222
Service Also Offered

Ph. 753-5865

OPEN!!
The General Store
NOW

1415 Olive Blvd.
Between Wallace Book
Store & The Hut
•Army Surplus
•Complete line of leather
goods _
Hours: 9-5 Mon.-Fri.
Sat

ANOTHER VIEW
A daily cartoon by John Stees that
is a quiet, commonsense look at the
happenings about us-politics, progress and people in the universal
scene; problems, promises and pare- gons in the national news.
ANOTHER VIEW is perception
shrewdly expressed in delightful
whimsy and witti warm human compassion. It is a one-minute experience
that will send you on your way with a
smile-if not enlightened, then at least
a bit more confident that the world
hasn't yet gone all the way down The
drain.
Watch for...

oker

ANOTHER VIEW

raxes
'to itemize their
Form 1040 must
ble cancelled
its, statements,
erial to support
ductions.
I that, in addition
dollars, good
ing
makes
the tax return a
isk.
IEPENDENCE
t British colony.
7a, became an
ate on Feb 18,

CANCER INSURANCE
As low as $15.00 per
year-all ages
Golan Hays
753-1976

Li of a Golden, Triangle-fried Chicken (or
an order of Chicken Livers
Potatoes, any style-baked, french fried, home fried or
stewed.
Combination Salad with choice .
0 our home-made
dressings or cote slaw

Miss Your Paper
Phone.753-1916

With our home-made rolls.

Before 5:00 p.m.
4F.

753-7278
Between 6:00 p.m.
7:00 p.m. In The
Evening

FISH DINNER
Includes:

#-.R.-s---ft-yeu know your route
'boy's number, please call
him first. If you get no
results then call John
Pasco , Jr. at the above
number during the hours
listed

We can quickly fix
one or 100
plates to go

SERVICES OFFERED

TRIANGLE INN

A

$1 29

Highest Quality Filet Of Fish
Chips, French Fries or Baked Potato
Cole Slaw or Tossed SalatuldiclisicastomMillia.
Made Dressings
Hush Puppies or our Home-Made Rolls
With our Good-Tasting, Home-Made Tartar Sauce

E

PHOTOGRAPHS
Values to '5.00

OLD DRESSER; old twin bed; 12' x 55' TWO BEDROOM mobile
all kinds antique dishes; lots of home, fully carpeted,
pressed glass, odds and ends. If
underpenning. Phone
M2P
interested phone 753-4716. M1C 753-7140 after 4:00 p.m.

electric, heat tape, underpenned.
Two bedrooms, large bath,
BULLDOZER WORK, trucking. FIVE INSIDE doors; one washer and dryer included, fully
also bank gravel,' fill dirt and commode and two lavatories. See carpeted, new drapes, recently
topsoil. Phone Hardin 354-8569 or at the Ledger & Times office, 103 painted. Many other extras. You
354-8161 after 6:00 p.m. Mar. 3C orth 4th Street.
TFNC must see'toappreciate. Drive by
and look, then call for aThr
pointment, 753-4307 after 5:00 or
FOR ALL your home additions,
and
healthy,
wealthy
Be
March 6C
762-2851
work).
alterations, remodeling, etc.
Slender-Wise
Free Estimates. Phone 753TFC Have a vegetable plate..1.69 ENNIS SS & XB Restaurant
6123.
Here or Go
753-4953
guest checks, sold at cost, $10.00
a
per case (100 books). Sold in case
F..INCOME TAX service-M.B.A
„lets only. Ledger & Times Office
TeX Experimce. Phone 753-6
Supply, 103 North 4th Street. TF
= for appointment. Reasonable ir V 130TrOM aluminum boat,
- - -- March 2 Newsrs.00.Phone 7w-cm. Tirerater.436-2225.

TFC

3648.

with each 8x10
or 11x14
E
PHOTOGRAPH
made
Martirlst-Ch
g
Wed.-Sat
LOW'S Studio ,

TRIANGLE INN

TRACTOR REPAIR work.
Experienced mechanic on duty.
7.
503 Poplar
. We make field service calls day
:
E
=
E or night Phone 753-9879 or 753Murray, Ky.
Marchl7C
PliiiiIiii1111111111111111111111111111111111111111110 9857.
HELP WANTED

PROFVAIONAL PAINTING
and decorating. Free estimate.
M1C
Call 489-2287.

REGISTERED NURSE, permanent position, excellent salary SEPTIC TANK cleaning, back
and fringe benefits. If interested hoe work. Phone Rex Camp, 753TFC
contact B.F. Craig, Personnel 5933.
Department, P.O. Box 329„
Mayfield, Kentucky gr phone 247- WILL DO convalescent care in
8730 for appointment. An equal your home. References furM2P
opportunity employer, General nished. Phone 753-4688.
M8C
Tire & Rubber Company.
WOMAN WITH eience to
care for sick. Prefer one who can
live in. Salary plus room and
board. For more information
phone 75'3-4372 after 4:30 p.m. MlP

LEAVING STATE must Sell 1971
12'x68',
home,
mobile
Mediterranean style, completely
furnished, two bedrooms, fully
carpeted. Extras like deep
freeze', padded bar with sink antr
concrete steps. Just like new.
Only used three months. Phone
753-4090 after 5:30 p.m.
University Heights Trailer
M2C
Court.

14' V Bottom Aluma-Craft boat,
1970 Johnson motor, 33 H.P4- manual start. Dilly trailer.
753-6096.
. CB 750 HONDA, like nep
1971
2,500 miles. Phone 489-2479. M2.

,„„,„,„,„„„„„„„,,„„„„„„„„„„„,„„. FOR RADIO, Television and TRAILERMurray
PARK with 17 spaces. MAGNI)9A_ MOBILE home,
on Hwy. 94. Wili 13'x63', extra fine. A-0 Coach
electrical appliance repair, also East of
at $135.00 a Estates. Central heat and air, all
two-thirds
finance
fREEII
phone
maintenance
plumbing
March 27C month. Call 753-6202 or 753I 12 BILLFOLD

TESTED and approved by
millions of homemakers. Blue
Lustre carpet cleaner is tops.
Begley Drug Store, Central
M4C
Shopping Center.

FORD FERGUSON tractor, plow
and grader blade. 1969 GMC:pickup, full power with air.*
M6C
Phone 474-2378.

(=TRIANGLE INN

FURNITURE REFINISHING,
153.493
all work guaranteed. Free pick
up and delivery. Free estimate.
FREE ESTIMATE on septic tank Antique or natural finish. Jerry
installation.Phone 753-7850. TFC McCoy,753-3045.
Marchl6C

BELTONE FACTORY frsh
hearing aid batteries for all make
hearing aids. Wallis Drugs. M1C

AKC REGISTERED German
Shepherd female, seven months
,
M2P!
old. Phone 753-8421.

Both Here or Go

PAINT CON'TRACIING
Exterior or 'Interior
Quality workmanship
Free estimate
Call 753-3484

NEED 2 or 3 Waitresses for Day WILL DO baby-sitting in my
and night shift. Apply in person home. Phone 753-4438 between
only to Saucy Bar-B-Q and 12:00 noon and 5:00 p.m. . M3P
Pancake House, 1409 Main. M6C
WILL STAY in home and care for
GOOD POSITION for el- elderly or sick, also do light
perienced T.V. Technician. Apply housework. Phone 435-5651. M3C
in person. Sight and Sound, 80
North Main, Benton, Kentucky. REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
Phone 527-9900.
M6C

house, four
WAITRESSES AND Cooks; THREE BEDROOM
full
garage,
double
acres,
apply
Experience preferred;
Higheast,
miles
Two
basement.
immediately for full or part time,
M2P
evenings and Sunday noon. Brass way 94. Phone 753-8188.
Lantern Restaurant, Aurora,
Kentucky, phone 354-6373. F29C BY OWNER, 1623 Loch Lomond
Drive, Forget the car pool, Bu)
BALDWIN PIANOS and organs WANTED
BABY-SITTER, your.family a house with 4 large
BULL DURHAM Dining room on
to
applies
or sale. Rent
Monday through Friday. Must bedrooms only one block from
Kentucky Lake, open daily, for rent
Lonardo Piano Co., have references. Phone 492-8790
Robertson School on bus route to
March 3rd, 2:00 p.m.-9:30, purchase.
from Post Office, Paris, after 6:00p.m.
M3C middle school and two blocks
Sunday 11:00 am.-9:30 p.m. Four across
M3C
Tennessee.
from New High school. Call 753miles West of Paris Landing.M6C
WANTED BABY-SITTER in my 6557 for an appointment and
home,6:30 through 4:00, Monday further details.
M IP
Prime sirioIrr Steak-Dinner
Steel Erection:
with baked potato Or Pinch
i-through Friday. Phone 753Bar joists, decking,
frles, tossed" salad with
M3C
8921.
choice of dressing, 3 onion
structural, etc.
MODERATELY PRICED 3
rings, our rolls $1.49 Each
Call 753-6508-George BanMort_ Tue., Wed 753.4953
bedroom home, Carpeted, cendarra
,tral
heating and air conditioning.
LOST
&
'FOUND
*
753-1415-Jackie Jones
iNN
built-in stove and dishwahser.
NEW X-11 Reducing Plan, 42 4,0ST BLACK and white Beagle closed garige, and a patio of
ELECTRCLUX SALES &
.fering relative privacy. Available
vices,Box 213, Murray. Ky., C.M. tablets, $3.00. Money back with grey fare in vicinity of Five
or 753 for occupancy-mid My 1972. Calf
753_4572
phone
points.
Discount
Safe-T
Guarantee.
Far382-2468,
phone
”
Sanders,
March 21P
M2C 1718. Reward.
MIT 753-7966.
TFC Pharmacy.
mington, Kentucky.
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Includes:
If You

••••

Come Out and Shop_Around
Coffee, Snacks, Cold

CHICKEN DINNER
(or Chicken 1:r-Dinnipr)

Advanced Memberships at Reduced Rates
Now Available thru April 1
EXTRA BONUS FOR THE FIRST 75

Open • Friday & Saturday 9 • 5, Sunday 1 -5--

"

SPECIALS!!

LATEST IN NEW EQUIPMENT!!

- Antiques

Antiques

MAPLE BOOKCASE, half bed.,
r.
baby bed, pole lamp, begi
M1C
guitar, rug. 907 Vine St.

-Sat.
Thurs. * Fri. *

Shapemakers Health Club of Murray

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

NOTICE

NOTICE

OPENING SOON *

Pink, Green, Red Crystal Glass,

I.
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Public Sale
This Sale Consists Of Rare Antiques And Collectors Items,
Furniture, Dishes, And Glassware. Some New Modern
Furniture And Appliances.
SELLING ON THE PREMISES
IN KIRKSEY, KY.
Located on Highway 219,5 Miles South Of Highway, 80,
5 Miles North Of Highway 121.
2 Electric stoves, Refrigerator, Dining table & chairs, 3
Bedroom suites, 2 couches & chairs,platform rockers. LotsaL___
other old chairs & tables, 3 Televisions no picture, 2 portable
heaters, 3 Washing machines, one electric, 2 ringer type;
cooking utensils of all kinds, Table lamps, Floor lamps, Wool
rug, Mirrows, Pictures, Electric fans, Lawn furniture, Cain
bottom chairs & childs rocker, 3 trunks, (Decorative iron bed
small iron rod construction), 3 pie safes, Clocks-2 weight, Key
wind kitchen, Little Ben, Alarm & Electric, Watches & watch
parts, Old oil lamps probably a doz or more, Churns,
dashers, & Lots of lids, old writing slats & erasure, Thread
winder, (2 dolls), Walking sticks of all kinds, 3 lap spreads,
Eye glasses. Several razor, straps - one automatic, straight
razors, Lots of keys and locks, Round Dough trays, Smoothing
irons, Snuff boxes, Cheese boxes, oil cans, Lots of books, 2
small Warm Morning stoves, Box of old casters, Muffin Pans,
Kraut cutter, Sausage Mill,(Old Violin) stone jugs 8. crocks,
quilting frames, Laundry stone, Milk cans, Cream seperator,
Well pulleys of all kinds, Sheep & cow belts, Nail kegs, Ink
well, A large collection of Ruby Glass and Depression Gass, 2
Carnival water sets, plus a lot more, Compoots & butter
dishes, Vinegar cruets, Old Bottles, Milk Glass, China plates
& bowls, Stone pitchers, Jugs & crocks, pint & quart milk
bottles, punch bowl 8. cups, Spittoons, Silver salt & pepper
shakers, Fruit jars, Box of old marbles, Railroad lantern, &
others, Egg baskets and wicker baskets of all sizes, Brass
wash boards, Hand tools of all description. Saws, grinders,
vises, anvil, wrenches, hammers, hoes, shovels, rakes.
APPROX: SO old pocket knives of all kinds and sizes,. 1962
model Ford automobile, I door, big motor.
Pocket knives and automobile will'be sold at 12 o'clock noon.
NOTE: Above is only an incomplete list of the hundredS, and
hundreds, of items to be sold unusualy and desirably iferns
will be selling every minute, all merchandise for sat* to the
highest bidder, no exceptions, bring your trucks, everything
has to be sold and removed from premises day of sale
TERMS Cash, all sales final day of auction, plus 5 per cent
sales tax, unless you have an exemption number, Bidder must
register for a number and on itemized receipt given when you
Pay Buyers responsible for articais when purchased.
We extend to yOu a most cordial invitation to attend this
sale
Willis Short Administrator
SALE BY

MARSHALL COUNTY REALTY
and AUCTION
'Auctioneers & Real Estate Brokers
- JOEL SULLIVAN - Auctioneer
Phone 527-9397
Lovett Building
Belton, Kentucky

Home Phone S27-70$

ALUMINUM
PLATES
234/16x35"
, i09.Thick
Thee plates are perfect
fin sidinferreering
for placing
Wend bottom of
mobile homes to keep
out the wind and -3110,1,
and for many other
uses such as
"buildinggoutice
rats.
-25.!. each
CaN at-

Ledger & Times

WESTINGHOUSE Refrigerator,
1964 model, 14 cubic feet. Ex,
cellent condition. $100.00. Phone
M2P
753-3713.
THREE PIECE sectional couch,
naugahyde couch and chair.
Honda mini trail. Also 12' freezer.
Phone 753-4858 after 5:00 p.m. M3.

500 BALES JAP HAY, above
average quality. $.45 per bale,
.
need the space. Phone 753M2P
6567.
KOREAN JAP seed Phone 753M3P
2882.
POLLED
trEGISTERED
Hereford bull, pint year
9' metal garage door. Phone 75113336 or see Hewlett Cooper.M3P--

103 N. 4th St
Murray, Ky.

1971 HOLLY PARK 12'3(62'
mobile home with F114' expando
room, double insulated with
storm windows. Priced to sell.
Green at Riviera
THIS SPOT that spot, traffic See James
M3C
paths too, removed with Blue Courts.
Lustre carpet shampoo. Big K,
M4C CHAMPION SIRED miniature
Belaire Shopping Center.
pups. Ears trimmed, all permanent shots. For pet, show and
1965 CHEVROLET Super Sport breeding. Minimum price $75.00.
M3C
two door hardtop. 20 volume set Phone 901-422-1852.
of Colliers Encyclopedia. 16'3E16'
_
gold-saipet-and-pad-Phowe-_753.
M3P
6073.
CARD or THANKS
We wish to express our thanks
REGISTERED ANGUS cow with
and appreciation to our friends
registered
old
calf. Four year
and relatives for their kindness in
bull, one younger bull. Phone 438our time of sorrow. To Bro.
M3P
5896.
Vester Moreland for his kind
words, to Dr. Larry L. Hall and
NICE USED console black and
nurses at Community Hospital at
white televisions. See at Dunn's
Mayfield, for the ones who
T.V. & Appliance, 118 South 12th
called, sent cards and flowers,
Street. Free parking in rear of
Churchill Funeral
M3C and the Max
store.
Home. Words cannot say how we
feel. We pray that God will bless
COLOR TELEVISION, 23"
each and everyone.
screen. Color by RCA. $200.00
The family of Shannon Leigh
M7C
Phone 436-5690.
ITP
Elkins.
HOUSEHOLD SALE Saturday
March 4, 1:30,p.m. Mrs. Verner
Shelton Edwards, 303 South 6th
Street. Living room suite
television, dresser and chest of
drawers, 1,2 bed, springs and
stove
electric
mattress,
refrigerator, breakfast set
kitchen cabinet, lawn furniture
two electric heaters, 220. Window
fan, ironing board, few odd
chairs, dishes, glassware, pot
pans, silverware, bed linens
quilts, blankets. Lots of items too
numerous to mention. Douglas
Shoemaker in charge of sale. T
M3P
G.Shelton Executor.

WANT TO BUY
WANT TO BUY used tri hull boat
with walk through windshield, 50
to 65 H.P. motor. Would consider
a nice fiberglas V bottom boat.
M2C
Phone 753-3143.
FOR LEASE
2800 LBS. BURLEY BASE, 1.10
MW
lb. Phone 753-6567.
IIINTED TO RENT
f

SEWING MACHINE and cabinet WANT TO RENT farm land.
$79,95. Brand new. Phone collect Phone 153-8090 after 5:00 p m M3for- free home demonstration or p.
see in our store Discount Sewing
& Stereo Center in Hazel, Ken
FOR SALE OR TRADE
M3C
tucky,492-8812.
'.̀1ft.ST CLASS; - CUR Tir-nolhy
and Red clover hay for sale
Phone 0.1.. Cain,Jr.,753M3P
•
3537.

FORSALE OR TRADE grocerr:
Doing good business, reason for
selling, retiring. Phone 753March 15NC
7663
p.

-

Arias ichari..i.
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Listening
on phone
neighbarly
Push a few buttons or twirl a
dial and you can talk with just
about anybody in the country in
a matter of minutes. But look at
the fun you miss.
Telephones are getting so
compact that If it weren't far.
the .bell ringing, some of than
would be hard to find. But nobody had that problem with the
wall telephone of 50 some years
ago.
That was a good substantial
piece of equipment consisting
of a square box above with two
bells on the outside, and a black
mouthpiece on a long neck between the two. The receiver
was a bell-shaped contrivance
that hung on a hook on the lefthand side of the upper box, and
on the right-hand side of the
lower box was a crank which
wound up something or other in
the telephone's vitals and connected you with Central.
- Calling someone-on thaphone
was a ritual in those days.
First, you took the-receiver off
the hook and listened to find out
if the line was busy. If it was,
you either hung up or — if the
conversation sounded interesting — you listened in. This
wasn't considered eavesdropping. It was just being neighborly, and since everybody did
it, nobody was in a position to
criticize anybody else.
If the line wasn't busy, you
hung up the receiver, wound
the crank a few times, took
down the receiver and waited
hopefully. The chances were
that nothing at all would happen until you had repeated this
procedure at least two or three
times. Each time you wound
the crank a little harder, and
each time your blood pressure
went up another notch. Finally,
a sweet voice would say,
"Number, please."
Having established a connection with somebody, after practically twirling the crank off
the phone, everything was on a
friendly basis again.
"Hello, Central. Give me
County 962 Ring 6," you might
say.
"County 962 Ring 6?" Central
would repeat questioningly.
"Thank you, I'll ring them."
Believe it or not, there really
was time to go through all this
conversation just to get one
number.)
Thereupon, Central proceeded to "ring them" and the
telephone rang six times, not
only in the home of the person
you were calling, but also in the
five other homes on the same
•line. For -in those days, what
were known as "six-party
lines" were customary in the
country, and all the parties on
the line received everybody's
ring.
This arrangement constituted a great convenience for
the subscribers because whenever the phone rang you knew
from the number of rings who
was being called. From long
experience, everyone knew
which parties were likely to engage in interesting conversations and which ones weren't,
and this made it so much easier
to decide which calls to listen in
on.
The called party always
knew when there were listeners
on the line, for there would be a
series of little clicks as each receiver came off the hook, and
before long everybody was
talking to everybody else in the
friendliest way imaginable.
Or, if you wanted to be an old
meany, you could wait until all
the receivers were down and
then say to whomever had
called you, "We'd better not
discuss this over the phone.
These party lines,-ytxi know!"
afitl leave five frustrated women fairly burning with curio5iI-5' •
There was still another advantage to this arrangement. If
you were going away, you could
call someone on your line and
a.* them to take your calls until you got home. I You knew
perfectly well that they would
anyway This could be easily
done because the neighbors ,
would all get your ring, and
there was that much less
chance of your missing an important call.
But in the early days Central
wasn't just someone who rang
telephone helLs She was an important source of all kinds of information.
If your clock 'stopped, you
could call Central and she
would obligingly tell you the
time. If the fire whistles
sounded, which they always did
whenever there was a fire, all
you needed to do was call Central and she always knew
where the. frte WitS;WAV manyengines had gone out and how
many people were trapped in
the burning building.
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Rainbo Dill Chip

Punch

9 LIVES

PICKLES

CAT FOOD

16 oz Jar

3

DETERGENT

In Creamed Gravy

Giant
49 oz box
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PART OF EVERY MEAL
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Large Firm
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19'
29'

Yellow Sweet

ONIONS '3 lb. bag
3 ears

Pet

3 fors1

EVAPORATED
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Nabisco

ChocPinWheels
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oz

49'.
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bag_3

FRENCH FRIES

alike s

for $I

2 lb.

Frosty Acres

ORANGE JUICE

12 oz can

COFFEE

39'

"with coupon"

Frosty Acres Cream and Cut
10 oz pkg,

CORN

,

CREAM PIES

29'

14 oz Asst.

18 oz jar

JELLY
Apple, Apple- Blackberry
Apple-Grape
Apple-Plum
Apple-Strawberry

Yellow
Quarters

47;

PICNICS

lb.,

f; Just-Rite

PORK STEAKS
1

Sliced

Field

"Little Leaguers"

BACON
lb.

12 oz

53 'WIENER 49

Metzger Pure Pork

SAUSAGE

PORK &
BEANS

3/$1

40 oz can

Lean Meaty

b.79

Fresh cut-up Chicken Parts
lb. 59'
lb. 49'
lb. 49'
lb. 29'
lb. 19'

Breast
Legs
Thights
Wings
Necks & Backs

Fresh Ground Lean
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Women advised
on beating blahs

Castro still supports
Latin rebels, U.S. says

Kline's Grocery Renamed As New
Concord Gravy; Many Are Sick

the family doctor as the proper
By Estelle Spiceland
gar,. DI:Conn., commented, at
Cubap Communist. premier
right from wrong.
But while Castro's basic beway to begin physical improveFebruary 19, 1972
Fidel stro still is coayinced lief in armed violence re- one point, that it had been said
Three little children were
how
you
tells
then
and
ments
of "the necessity of violent in- portedly remains unchanged, "that there is no direct subsidiSomeone said "You must live recently left, closed up in a car,
to choose a family doctor if you
surgency in Latin America,"
the intelligence agency thinks rattan of revolutionary activ- through the dreary winter if you while their mothers went inside
do not have one. She considers
U.S. military ia,telligenciOt that the political developments .ibes in other Latin American
would treasure the spring".
the old home of our parents to
the problems of orthodontics, lieves
How I am
eagerly to Ordie and collect anything they
__Chile_ani:1 in Bo- Countries by the USSR.
and
Peru
in
surgery, eentuet lenses---WW
. is more,a U.S. Defense
- 'Still there he's been
see Innqulls, hyorInths, and could
livia, until August," 1971, when a
and gives down-to-earth advice
Intelligence Agency Cuban military coup ousted left-lean- support of these activities and tulips trying to peep through the
They did not know that though
on the cost, advantages and
area analyst told the House ing President Gen. Juan Jose that would not be possible ex- ground. Wish I had planted there is nothing of value there,
possibilities.
subconunittee on inter-Amen- Torres, "led Castro to believe cept for the fact that aid were more things, for we like the ant
that because that was home to
the chapter entitled "The
can affairs that "we have
coming from the USSR. Per- and the grasshopper story,
us, we still go back and check
Yes, evidence of limited Cuban sup- that a trend in Cuba's favor has
Body Beautiful
materialized and is growing." haps that is a distinction with- • must prepare in advance or almost daily. .
Yours!" is information on how
port of subversive groups" in
out a difference."
wish we had.
So instead of'driving around
to achieve that enviable goal.
Peru, Chile and Bolivia, unthe hemisphere.
Gen. Jamie M. Philpott,
We hope that when this gets to looking for old houses to pilfer,
Exercise (isometric, sports, ..- The expert, Maj. Gerald Cas- der Torres, were among those then acting director of the Dewalking, gardening, even
sell, named the target country, countries that were in the pro- fense Intelligence Agency, said print, our neighbors, Mr. and it would be more profitable to
housework), diet, maintenance , or countries, in his testimony cess of normalizing relations that was "not an effort to Mrs. James Patterson, will be memorize, "Ti Shalt Not
Dante R. with Red China. Chile, in fact,
back from a Memphis hospital. Steal."
and grooming are all covered
entY
before congressman
whaewash_the. USSR."
thorough137
Janis had some arteries - And people are criticizeirrOF
-"They are involved."
Fascell's subcommittee. But reestablisFe( our-iris drploIf you suffer from the "empty
the information was deleted matic ties with the Havana dicThe subcommittee was pri- replaced, but has been - _not wanting to-ft-fit houses to
nest syndrome," feel your
tatorship in late 1970, in defi- marily concerned about Soviet responding well to treatment strangers. A neighborhood is to
from the public record.
marriage is blah, are considerStill, even the censored ver- ance of the diplomatic quaran- naval activities in Cuba, with for several weeks,
be considered.
ing divorce or need to meet
The former Kline's Grocery is
sion of the hearing held Sept. tine of Cuba by the Organiza- special emphasis on the visits
Hope all the sick are better
more men, you can find pros
of Soviet submarines and sur- now renamed New Concord soon and that springtime is just
28, 1971, which was recently re- tion of American States.
and cons for the various soluAs Maj. Cassell saw the sit- face craft to Cienfuegos, the Grocery by the new owners, around the corner.
leased, made it clear that U.S.
tions generally considered at
military intelligence does not uation in late September, "so port on Cuba's south coast that Keys Patterson and Dave
Bobby K. Henry, son of Mr.
and
new
some
plus
such times,
think that Castro has changed long as he (Castro) can ride the has been likened to Pearl Campbell. They have had the
Mrs. Eunice M. Henry of
and
intriguing alternatives.
be
will
he
trend,
this
wave of
Harbor.
Ms revolutionary line.
apartment above the grocery
Protestor
One
13th, enlisted in the
South
218
Even areas not usually coy"Over _the last 12 years," less inclined to chance an inter- . Testimony indicated that redecorated and carpeting
typical self-rei'.ivena.
_United States Nagy on
eaell reported, "Castro has n-ebb-fiat political reversal oc- lliere, has been an-absence' of iiudiBed and-iiiPea to soon
-ered
TULSA, Okla: TIEPT---IMFTlion plans are looked at mtelliprovided training in Cuba to casioned by blatant involve- new developments there, that move there. Key's cousin from the Tulsa Metropolitan Area February 2, according to the
gently and interestingly.
U.S. Navy Recruiting Station in
opsubversive
violent
submarine
in
ment
only when a Soviet
nationals of almost every Latin
Michigan plans to move into the Planning Commission considFor example, Mrs. Miller
erations."
tender is present can subma- old Nance home until his new ered a zoning request, 11-year- Louisville.
American country."
quotes an authority on how to
Following the swearing in
U.S. estimates are that beNevertheless, U.S. military rines be provided support.
old Dawn Falletti was the only
house is completed.
whether your voice could
check
ceremony,"'Henry went to
tween 2,150 and 2,500 Latins intelligence feels that the re'Gen. Philpott said, though,
(AP)
FRANKFORT, Ky.
It
us
grieves
hear
to
of so
use some improvement:•- 'from other Countries received duction in -subversive activities. tbat_"we cannot rule out that in
Orlando, Florida, where he is
The odds are against the Gen_Dawn filed a petition with 113
many being hospitalized. Mrs.
"Place the tips of your fingers , ,
recruit
undergoing
eral Assembly approving a bill over the outer rim of your ear, subversive training in Cuba be- -where Cuba's part is readily the futurelfie USSR will-try to Louise Marshall, mother of signatures she had gathered op- now
tween 1960 and 1969.
training. During this invisible," does not mean that increase this (missile carrying
to legalizeigif-track betting in bend the ear forward, hold the
a
rezoning
for
request
a
a
is
patient at posing
The instruction varied with Castro is no longer the threat to nuclear submarine l capability Mrs. Max Bonner
doctrination period, he will
Kentucky judging from testi- palm of your hark' a few inches
Murray Hospital, as are so site for an office building.
the individual.
Latin American security that in this hemisphere."
receive training in Naval
mony at a hearing on the meas- from the cheek,and speak from
many others we could not name
"Important people want to
-The training of a politically he was in the 1960s.
history, citizenship, current
ure.
the side of the mouth into the
where
building
them.
put up an office
minded intellectual might be
"He has, probably with Soevents, , &et_ aid, Navy jobs,
Most of those testifying palm of the hand. The cupped
We did not get to attend the we go exploring and eat our Naval Ships, aircraft and ardirected toward Communist viet urging, refined his techDIPHTHERIA DROPS
Thursday objected to the bill ear servesaS a sounding board.
SPIRENO revival, but if it had lunch," she told the commis- mament along with physical
theory, propaganda tech- niques and become much more
)
AP
(
Tex..
ANTONIO,
SAN
presently before the House This is the truest method of
niques, political agitation and selective in offeringsubstantial - Health officials recorded a an influence for good, it was sion, standing on tiptoe.
training, military bearing and
Business Organizations and hearing your voice as others
"Even though it's not a very drill.
subversive methodology.
drop of about 75 per cent in the worth while.
Cuban support to other Latin
Professions Committee and hear it, and it's instantly availfor
place
a
"An activist might be se- subversive groups.
want
we
thing,
big
I
the
if
wonder
ComTen
diphtheria rate here for 1971 as
Henry graduated from
suggested the matter be given able without mechanical aids."
lected for training in urban and
"But he has not changed his the city rebounded from the mandments are not taught in adventure like you had in your Murray High School in 1970, and
Try it - you may be'surprised.
further study.
rural guerrilla warfare tactics,
epidemic that struck the year homes, schools or churches (younger ) years."
then studied administrative
Catherine Lanham Miller, sabotage, and the handling and long-term objectives of foster- before
Several endorsed a Senate
The commission tied 3-3,
anymore. Jesus in Matthew
ing
violent
in
insurgency
Latin
"empty
the
with
management at Murray State
faced
resolution directing the Legisla- herself
one
with
cases
54
were
There
19:17 said, "If thou wilt enter sending the proposal to the City
America," Cassell said.
use of explosives.
University. Prior to entering
201
to
compared
1971,
in
death
tive Research Commission to nest syndrome," tackled tennis
into life, keep the Com- Commission without recommenThe censored record of the
"Some trainees receive spethe Navy he was employed by
make such a study in time for, for recreation and exercise', cial instruction& communica- hearing before the House sub- eases with three deaths in 1970
dation.
mandments."
took up yoga, developed an inLiberty Super Market. While
s the 1970 epidemic spread.
the 1974 General Assembly.
We wonder how we can expect
in pop and rock music, tions and inalligence tech- committee brought out the fact doctors joined with nurses and
high school, Henry
attending
Dave Hooper, executive di- terestbecame
a writer. In one niques," according to informa- that the Defense Intelligence 4„ad1itary medics to man im- the next generation to be an
and
The coyote is considered a participated in four years of
re-dtdr ---W -Inte"Thorouglitaed
subcomFascell's
Agency
does
supplied
not
tion
Casconsider
on
when
improvement
this
menace to growers of sheep and football and was a member of
year she had 21 articles acmunization clinics, dispensing
Breeders of Kentucky, said his
some ehildren are not taught poultr
cepted by various popular mittee by the Defense Intelli- tro a free agent.
vaccine,10 577,917 persons
the Hi-Y club for two years.
organization would be happy to
Agency.
Congressman
gence
John
MonaS.
magazines.
work toward "good legislation"
but that it opposed House Bill
.444.
"The bill before you makes
Open 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
an illegal operation now legal,"
he'said.
TOOTHPASTE
Kent Hollingsworth, also of
the Thoroughbred Breeders orFOR THE
ganization,said HB444 was the
WE RESERVE THE RIGHT
only one of some 16 bills introduced across the country
TO LIMIT QUANTITIES
which would legalize handEAST SIDE OF THE S011AR
Murray
books. He said this was an unworkable proposition because
there would be no way of know.
A-1111...311111.0
,
ing accurately what the wagerF.st ,r1•1 frorii lout
ing handle at a licensed betting
paelor was.
Andrew Mann,of the Parirnutuel Clerks of Kentucky, said
he would prefer to see a bill
-Heavy Duty
that wouldpermit racing associations to operate at locations
Pack of 10 Blades
other than the tracks.
HB444, co-sponsored by Reps
Jerry Kleier, D-Louisville, and
with FREE TRIM NAIL CLIPPER
Bruce Blythe, R-Louisville,
Feminine
would authorize the state Racing Commission to license betting parlors on the heck of popBottle - of 24 Tablets
ulation, with one permitted for
Reg. and Super
every 7,000 people. Operators
would pay an annual license fee
of $5,000 and would return a
'
Reg. s11
portion of their handle to the
- N..214 +
4 VOUS
NFDA 1604
state and to the tracks.
Robin Griffin, an attorney for
EVEREADV
the Kentucky Trotting Commission, said attendance at trotting
24 oz bottle
tracks in Kentucky had de9 VOLT
creased over the last four or
I RAIIVS!CTOR
One Size
five years as the number of
OAT TE.RV
racing dates was increased. He
Fits
All
. upo:
.
said betting parlors would be
Twice As Fast
MULTIPLE
Seamless
60's
like setting up "mini-tracks"
VITAMINS
Reg. 12'
As Asprin
all over the state and would
PI Lr. IRON
tretch
Coffee
drive attendance down even
Bottle of 100 Tablets
Cinnamon, Beige
fuither.
$138
A number of those testifying
laupe Navy 100% Nylon
cited a reduction in track attendance last year in New
Reg. 79'
York, where off-track betting
was introduced for the first
.time.
Kleier, however, said handbooks had been operating
FREE Wilkinson Sword
around Churchill Downs in
Louisville for years without noBonded Razor
ticeably affecting the track's
Regular, Menthol , Lime
attendance.
Blythe added that "all of us
New Longer Roll.
40 Tablets with Free
I141R SPRA1
bet every day" adding that loLouisville
cal bookmakers in
Clean
Stays
Yellows,
Never
100 Value Denture Bath
POLIOENT
had indicated they wanted La be
Ci • oo.S4.1
licensed and taxed.
Such an arrangement, he
said, would eliminate police harassment ofs_handkuok -Ozr,ators and clear court-a—J. congestion caused by their being
- brought to trial.

If you are a woman who has
been contemplating a self-improvement project and need a
boost in the right direction,
_. Catherine Lanham Miller's
'Cow To Say YES T , Life"
-.71:nay•
need.
Her infectious enthusiasm
and common-sense advice
make it seem almost criminal
to slog along in the same old rut
when a whole wide interesting
world is waiting out there for
the woman who will take a little
time and effort to improve herself. .
Every aspect oflife-style that
could bear improving or enriching is considered - physical, mental and emotional. Although the emphasis seems to
be on the over-40 woman, the.
information could be valuable
to a younger woman as well,
and set her feet on the right
path from the start.
Mrs. Miller advises a visit to

rind.

B_ obby H

Enlists In
U.S. Navy

Odds-Against
Bill Approval

--

STOP, SHOP,
AND
SAVE

GILLETTE

ALCOA
Foil WRAP

Platimum Plus
Double Edge
Blades

SINUS HEADACHE

SCOPE

NAPKINS

MOUTHWASH
Super Size

TABLETS

SALE

82

EVEREADY

PANTY
HOSE

SCOPE

ONE A DAY
MULTIPLE
VITAMINS
PLUS IRON

one A Day Multiple

PALMOLIVE
RAPID SHAVE

SALE 39'

POLIDENT

Denture Cleanser Tablets

Vitamins
60's
Reg sl"
SALE $118
SCOTCH
TRANSPARENT TAPE

ENERGIZE BATTERY
9 Volt Transistor
no. 216
Reg. 69'
SALE

33t

Suave
HAIR PRAY
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HONG KING - No sector of
China's modern industry has a
longer history in China or has
seen greater development than
the textile industry.
4
Today, China is the world's
largest producer of cotton cloth
and,though by comparison stillfairly limited in output, has
been making important strides
11 17051
in development of a synthetic
textiles industry.
Even so, cloth remains a rationed product in China as the
datinend-of the country's,
mated 750 to 800 million population continues to far outstrip
supply.
According to figures recently
released by Premier Chou Enhe, China last year produced
9,290 million yards of cotton
textiles. This compares with
1
.
...3,
7,400 million yards produced by
the Soviet Union, 6,900 million
yards by the United States and
,400 million yards by JO. .
Textiles, and particularly
-• " cotton textiles, is one of the few
industries for which a solid
foundation existed when the
Communists gained control of
the country in 1949.
Fairly well developed cotton
spinning plants run by both foreign and Chinese entrepreneurs existed in Shanghai,
•.irtentsin,- -1Paingtacr and -other
Chinese cities before the Communist takeover.
Many of the Chinese textile
magnates of the pre-ComThe Ford Pinto station wagon shown with the Squire Option (top), and the Pinto with the Sports
munist days moved to Hong
Accent Group Option (bottom ) are two of several 197211 offerings from 'Ford Division. Other new
Kong after 1949 and have been
options for Pinto include a sunroof, a vinyl roof for the three-door Runabout and an electrically
largely responsible for thatBritish colons success as a
heated backlite. Pinto, Maverick and Mustang now are available with a Sprint Decor Option-a red,
major producerOTteitiles for
white and blue paint and trim package.
world markets.
Although the Chinese leaders
have made concerted efforts
over the last 20 years to greatly
increase the production of the
textile industry, major gains
FRANKFORT, Ky.-College
Then, he expects the present stitutions will grow faster than have only been achieved during
enrollment
and University
58 per cent of high school dollars are made available." the last five to six years, the
figures in Kentucky are ex- graduates who enroll in college
Webb also said that in- disruptions of the cultural
pected to continue rising over to increase to 65 per cent by ititutions in eastern-Kentucky revolution notwithstanding.
the next 10 years, but not as 1985, although he admits this is might be adversely affected if
There are two basic reasons
rapidly as in the previous a "most optimistic projection." the counties in that part of the for this. First, agricultural
Finally, he elpeds- college state continue to lose population problems during the first half
By 1982, however,the number enrollments to be influenced by to urban centers. He said of the 1960s meant limited
of students attending college in the size of the college-age Thompson's projections of a
quantities of cotton available
the state is expected to level off population in Kentucky, that is, continued enrollment increase for that sector of the indusict
and then decline slightly the total number of people who in those institutions yew* Seconds-it has only been sinolk
through 1985.
graduated from high school ii. "perhaps overly optimilM7.., 1965 tip-Peking has begun ti'
These are the major con- the previous four years
Ted Gatti, exettitive stress development of its manclusions of 71-page report
In this respect, Thompson secretary for the commission, made fibers industry.
Cotton is the mainstay of
prepared for the Kentucky states that the present college- cautioned against an ironclad
Higher age population of 168,000 will application of the findings China's textile industry for sevon
Comfnission
Education by Dr. Ronald B. increase to over 200,000 in 1982 because he said "projtctions of eral reasons. Synthetic or manThompson of Ohio State and the drop to 186,800 by 1985. ,more than a few years can made textiles require a great
amount of inorganic . and or- -University.
'This - drop -reflicts a prtilr -fluctuate" with any number of
The report,which wasfunded --declire -in Kentucky's birth - economic and sociological ganic chemical industrial material::
by a federal grant, is the state'S rate.
variables. He did agree,
The industry also requires
4first survey of long-range
Among the institations however with Thompson's basic much more sophisticated mafollifient projeclions for Thompson says can expect- findings and said - the report chinery and equipment than
Zen
i'..Ingher education.
particularly rapid growth, "will serve as a very useful tool that needed by the cotton texEnrollment in Kittucky's given optimum conditions, are in higher education planning in tile sector.
Another consideration is that
eight state-supported schools, Jefferson Community College, Kentucky."
synthetic textile industries
:13 community colleges and 21 Kentucky State College, NorINCREASE
AIR
TRAVEL
have much larger. electrical
:private schools currently stands thern Kentucky State College
HOUSTON (AP) - While
at just under 98,000 based on and the University of Louisville. 1971 was a poor year nationallSt power demands, and China's
:fall, 1971 figures. This number This is due primarily to their for air travel, the number of power - capacity remains
- •
:is expected to increase by about expanding role in the state _passengers flying out of Hoes- limited.
A final factor is that the Chione-third to almost 130,000 in system and their location-hin: 'ttiti's Intercontinental Airport
nese people are accustomed to
1980 and then drop to 128.500 in urban areas.
increased almost t7 per cent.
cotton
textiles and appear to
associate
Webb,
William
report.
Dr.
the
to
according
says Joe Foster, city aviation
1985,
have a preference for them. In
Thompson's projections are' director for research for the director.
on
Higher
The biggest increase was in cases where synthetic fibers
based on three major assump- Commission
international
passengers which are being used today, they
that
Education
said
he
agreed
tions.
grew
more
than
12 per cent. In often are mixed with cotton.
institutions
in
urban
areaswill
current
the
,At the end of 1970, according
•,First, he expectsgraders who grow"mbst rapidly." He added all. 4.8 million passengers
53 per cent of first
passed through boarding gateS. to Japanese sources, China had
that
as
becomes
the
legislature
high
from
zto on to graduate
14.3 million spindles and 390,000
-chool to increase to 68 per cent increasingly less anxious to
48-HOUR WEEK
weaving machines in its cotton
ny 1985. This would still be allocate money to higher
President Roosevelt declared
textile industry.
below the natiatial 80 per cent education, as seems to be a ,a ipinimum 48-hour week in
Despite the paramount role
trend nationwide, "these tn- war industries an Feb. 9, 1943. played by cotton, the signs are
retention rate.

tiv

Enrollment Should Peak In 10 Years

Jack box in search of the free
By ROBgRT A. FASCE
eaprize before a mouthful
AssociatedPreas_Writer.
CHICAGO (APj---Cracker ten.
Spin tops, watches, whistles,
Jacks and martinis? As one
celebrant put it, "That's about small airplanes and an infinite
that Peking is beginning to put as unholy as a 9-year-old boy variety of other novelty items
more stress on synthetic fibers. planting a kiss on the cheek of have been found in Cracker
China says there has been a'freckle-faced, red-haired girl Jack boxes since 1912. Today,
-fairly fast development of the wearing braces on her teeth." the surprises reflect the times
chemical fiber industry" in reAnd memories like that
cent years, even though the inthe
abounded
Wednesday..
dustry remainsin- its-infancy. 100th anniversary
celebration of
Total 1970 output ot vinylon- the popular peanut-molassescotton blended febrics and popcorn confection.
knitted goods; the Chinese re"This stuff is more American
port, went up 40 per cent over than the hot dog," said one
the 1969 output. Cotton poly- guest as he downed a handful
ester piece goods int:Teased 50 and followed it quickly with a
cane and' fikW•ics intç
libation from the-courtesy bar. wothchmilfilia.s and
Cracker Jack began in 1872
silk increased 100 per cent. As when a German immigrant, F.
is its practice,Peking offers no W. Rueckehim, opened a pophard statistics on textile or corn stand on Federal Street in
other preshielkiii.
Chicago during the city W-"rebuilding days after the Great
in
Interested
China has been
synthetic fibers since the 1930s, Fire.
and,in fact,has a few chemical
Today, the company is a subGET THE LEAD OUT--fiber plants dating back to that sidiary of Borden Foods and William D. Ruckelshaus, head
period. __
the red, white and blue fall la- of •-•.the
Environmental
•I
0
1 'I I :4
rea
most PM br-Profection AO/hey, tells a
nese authorities attempted to the world.
Washington nefes conference
strengthen the industry with
Guests marking the anni- that the EPA would require the
Russian and East European as- versary at a party in a down- general sale of unleaded
sistance.
town hotel talked of days gone gasoline by 1974 and gradually
By 1964, synthetic fiber pro- by when small hands would dig reduce the lead content of
duction was centered on two to the bottom of the Cracker regular and premium gas.
modern plants built with East
German help, one in Paoting,
Hopei province, and the other
in Peking.
.
— la reported
The Panting:plant
to produce some 30 tons of
viscose rayon daily, while the
Peking plant turns out 380 tons
of perlon ( polycaprolactum)
yearly.

SERVING THOSE FAMOUS
FISH DINNERS
Open* 7 Day a Week
Mon - Sat 4:00 P. M. - 9:00 P. M.
Sunday 11:30 A. M. - 8:30 P. M.

Mile West of KenLake State Park,
Hwy. 68 & 80

i'erent
Nittia
vel=
mtut;upt
Rehn Scofield apparently can't
miss being an operator. His
latest film role is that of Dr.
zio in -The Hospital" with
George C. Scott. Just before
taking the part. Scofield was
the man behind the scenes,
operating all the hand puppets
in Honeywell's traveling
ecology show, "Annie aud the
Air Pollution Gang.,"
LoveInterests
HOLLYWOOD (UPI)
Sharer ,4•Iordi, Donna Mills
and Linda Scott will provide
love interests for Dennis
Weaver in "The Rolling
Man." a television movie for
ABC,

ALL DAY THURSDAY

U.

Ch4

ati

alb

1111P

VIP

I

$1.25 Value
3 Pieces Chicken, Potatoes with Gravy,
Colo Slaw, Rolls

A major breakthrough for the.
Chinese synthetic textile industry came in 1965 when Peking
reported its first China-designed and China-made vinylon
plant had gone into production.
Several other synthetic fiber —
plants made entirely by the
Chinese are reported to have
gone into production since then.

(Murray Only)

Reg. Box

In the
1980s, -China began purchasing synthetic fiber
plants from abroad. Several
complete plants for producing
vinylon arid polythene were
purchased„ mainly from Britain and Japan.

COLONEL SANDERS' RECIPE

Kentucky fried ekickes.
Phone 753-7101

"12th & Sycamore

We won
the road"'

So you win
the rat race.

Maxwell
We-Pick
Campbe

111
The 2.5 Trans-Am championship
is a professional road racing series
for sedans. Datsun entered for the
first time, and we won the championship against some of the world's
toughest competition.

IGA
IGA V
IGA

Into every Datsun goes a little of
what we learned on the way to victory. Safety front disc brakes, independent rear suspension,overhead
cam engine and unibody construction have played a big part in our
successes.
They also make the Datsun you
buy more oar for your money, whichi
is the advantage we have over the
other cars. Some people woad like
to believe a car that's fun to drive
isn't everything. But it sure beats
v4t1a!p%Tr'S second.

* THURSDAY, MARCH 2 *

Sue & Charlie's
Restaurant

and company officials are contrasting for -outer
.space oriented" items.
"You stand here long enough
thinking about Cracker Jack
and you begin to smell the fresh
cut grass at the circus lot," said
one guest.
Whether you remember it
from the circus, or from flagging down the vender at the
ball game, it's the same,thing you could have bought 50 to 75
years ago. The company prides
itself on the fact that the recipe
has gone unchanged all those
years.

* SPECIAL

REOPENING!!
;==

-

Recipe For Cracker Jacks Is Unchanged
leading
China is
in cotton textiles7

DATSUN
FROM NISSAN WITH PRIDE

1200 Coupe

''1200 Sedan

510 2-Dr Sedan 51C ' )r Sedan
_

510 Wagon

Datsun prices start at $1976°°com

Pickup

Pi

240-Z

te.

•Mfgr's. suggested retail price for 1200 Sedan, excluding tax, license, freight and handling, dealer preparation.

DriVe a Datsun ...then decide.Today at

LASSITER-McKINNEY DATSUN
* Open Evenings Til 8:00 *
a

South 12th Street

Phone 753-7114
A
:14

4

F __
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Dofiekl was
the scenes,

Northside
ShOPPhig
Center

Prices Good Througt Next Tuesday

TRUE VALUE SINGLE UNIT PRICING!!
One-Quarter

U. S. Choice

"
c I provideennis
Rolling i
movie for

lb. 69'

(Sliced into Chops)

PORK LOINS

Cuf-Up

Chuck tlic,,t BACK RIBS
Roast T_Pb PORK LIVER

lb.

Sliced

lb.

Little League

WIENERS

12 oz pkg.

Matchless

glote Swiss Steakb784
Bold

59.;

Shortening

Richtex
3 lb can

Maxwell House Max-Pax
We-Pick Dill Pickles
Campbells Tomato Soup

(10 Ring Can)
qt.
No. 1 can

91'
39'
12'

JIM ADAMS I.G.A.
STORE POLICY
Just Low Prices!!
No Stamps
No Games
No $.3.00 Forced Purchases

Chili
with Beans

Biscuits

(t.

Cheese

12 oz. pkg

Kraft

8 oz. can

French

IGA Pancake Mix
IGA Waffle Syrup
IGA Ice Milk

39'

Dressing 8 oz. bottle

Kraft

2 lb. box

476 Tasty Loaf

Paaches9n,
ia•U
No 2'2 can

Marshmallow

BREAD
20-oz Loaf

2

Kraft

Cremeoz jar

Potatoes
49
20 lb. bag

4,9„

2 lb. box

Soft Margarin

25'

oz jar

Grape Jelly

29'19'
881

4 lb bag

39t

1 lb. box

Churngold 1 lb. cup

Tropi-Collo

Orange

Drink
Crisp, Iceberg

Red

Big Roll
Each
3 lb. cans

27'
59 Beans
29 Velveeta
88t IGA Crackers

43' IKraft

I.G.A.

16

Great Northern

American Singles

Kraft

No 303 can

Hunt's

IGA Paper Towels,
IGA Pot Pies
Crisco

Kelly

IGA

_

lb.

Apple
Sauce

Giant Size

Limit 6

FRYERS
95c
29;
bimr
49;

B
acon

leo

Ay)

11

69;

iGA

Detergent

4

Family-Pak

Country Style

ndpupets
traveling
rue and the

IUP1) —
onna Milk

Northside
Shopping
Center

'1"
26
35'

39c

Large Head

Lettuce

19

Store OPEN 24 Hours DAILY -- CLOSED SUNDAY
Remember.. At JIM ADAMS !GA It's the total on the tape that counts!

-MARCH 1, 1r/2
I-VEDNESDAY
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OPEN 8:00 A.M.
12:00 P. M.

PAGE FIVE

7-Days A Week

—

- South 12th St

BEL-AIR SHOPPING CENTER
Prices Good 3-1— 3-7

We Ronnie the Right to Limit

Ballard

Pepsi or Coke

Biscuits

6 btl. ctn plus deposit

Red Cross

Spaghetti

oz box

Bush
Great Northern

Beans

10

300 can

Bush

Sweet Peas

Lynn Grove Grade A

Large Eggs

39
Orange Drink 39
Spaghetti
9'
d°

Bodens

1/2

aI.

Showboat

300 can

Reelfoot
Bush

Lard

blbU4' Shredded Kraut

4 lb. carton

Bush Kidney

Beans

8
Pie Shells3 °sr

300 $00
cans

Pet Ritz

datoes
( .mpon
Limit

I

p4' r

Maymell Mo.«.

Coffee $
10 oz:
jar

. _..._ . .
Expires 3-7-72

• Good Only at Storey's

19

Flour
2.;) It, bag

coupon

Limit 1 per Family

Gol..
d Medal

Charmin

s

99

_

Expires 3-5-72
Good Only at Storey's

Tissue

4

Bread

Coupon

coupon- - 25701
Limit 1 per Famil)

i Mill IN

Hyde Park

23702

Betty Crocker

29

4 n,11 plq!

Giant

Pie Crust .
2/49'
Mix
n 6,F: pkg

'

Expire.. 3-7-72

Expires 3-7-72

Good Only at Storey's

Good Only at Storey's

.

With These Coupons

l'aupori
Limit I per Fam0

Limit 1 per Family

Coupon

23697

Limit 1 per Family
Betty Crocker-

Si.'.

Drive

)
aofs $100
20

69

_ 49 oz. box
Expires 3-7-72
Good Only at Storey's

Potato
Buds

Coupon
limit 1 per Famil

1(1 al. box
Expires 3-7-72
Good Only at Storey's

Confidets

t'oupon
Family

i pt r

Green Giant Cream Style

Scott. Reg.

49

Limit

39c

Corn 5/$10o

12 et. box

It 07

Expires 3-7-72
Good Only at Storey's,..

can

Expires 34-32

.

- Goat Off): at Storey's.
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Extra Lean Ground

Beef
Ground
5
4 lb.
'or more

lb

Frontier

Bacon

pkg-48
-Steak
8
Hot Dogs- 120,pkg 48'
Swiss Steak 88
1 lb

Armor Tender Test

Country
Fry

'us

303 $

00

etted WHOLE

lb

Elm Hill All Meat

/6

Armor Tender Test

lb.

Elm Hill Slab Sliced

Bacon

lb

Chi)

Armor Tender Test Lean Tender

Kraut

303$
cans

00 Cube Steak

Ceoter

lb.

Armor Tender Test Boneless -

sin

Rump Roas.t
Armor Tender Test

Stew
Meat

lb.

Armor Tender Test

Club Steak

ith These Coupons

8
1

lb.
s

,

Green Giant Criltm Style

Corn

5/$100

1107 can

Heinz Strained

Baby
Food

SAVE lot

in purchase of 10 jar
Expires 3-7-12

Coupon
Limit I per Famil

Coupon
Limit 1 per Family

i'oupon
Limit I pr Family

,

. Good 0111). at Storey's.

-- Expires 3-7-72
only at Storey's,

Good

Iti

07

jar

3 lb can
Expires 3-7-72

Expires 3-7-72
-

-

, Good Only at Storey's

COU1)1111

I imit I per I.,iitols
%Itposcil Douse.

Shortening 69t Dog

.

:-Good-Only at Storey's . -

Coupon
Limit 1 per Family
..
Friskie

Chef Way

59€

Coffee

Mate

Coupon
Limit 1 per Family

6/59t

-Food

is 1/ in

Expires 3-7-72
Good Only at Storey's

Coffee

59t

1 lb can

( oupon
Limit I per Family

(*arnation

Coupon
(-, Limit I per Family
MO X VI ell

House

Instant 59( Coffee . $
Breakfast
' ib • ..i.

6 ir1

49
.. _

pkg.

Expires 3-7-72

Expires 3-7-72

Expires 3-7-72

Good Only at Storey's

Good Only at Storey's

Good Only at Storey's

t
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CH. 3
WSIL
6:00 News
4:30 Sports
7:00 Ed.
Father
1:30 Comedy
1:30 Persuaders
9:30 Anderson
10:00 News
10:30 Cavett

EW.

. ..

. ,
ck: 5

Citi '
CH. 6
WSIX
WPSD
6:30 Dragnet
6:30 Mann Singers 6:30 Nagt‘Music 6:30 Make-A-Deal
7:00 Adam 12
7:00 Movie
7:00 Adam-12
7:00 Burnett
9:00 Comedy Hour
7:30 M Ys' Movie 0:00 Med. Center 7:30 Movie
900 Night Gal
10:00 News
9:00 Night Gal
9:00 Mannix
10:30 Basketball
News
10:00
10:00 News
10:00 News
Tonight
18:00 Cavett
10:30
10:30 Tonight
10:30 Mason
11:30 Movie
..
,
WSM

WLAC

CH. 29
CM. 12
•••NDXR
KRIS
)47
News.4 _r, -6:30 Rollin
1:00 Movie
700 Special
Bowl
7:27 News
1;00 Comed y
7:30 Theater 29
9:00 Mannix
4:35 Weather
10:00 News
-140 News
10:30 Griffin
10:00 Crest. Feat,
10:30 Movie
12:00 Sports
'

* Ledger & Times TV' Schedule For Thursday *

4:00 Sunrise
6:00 Ralph Emery.5:45 Journal
7:00 Today
6:30 McCoys
6:30 Break. Show
9:00 Dinah
7:00 Today
7:00 Bozo
6:00 News
7:00 News
6,30 N,vipe
Am 9:30 Concent
9:00 Dinah's
1:30 Romper
10:30 That Girl
8:00 Kangaroo
9:30Concentration 7:55 Kitc.
Korn. 10:00 Sale Can. 9:00 Lucy
11:00 Bewitched
9:00 Lucy
Hillbillies
1100
Squares
9:30
,ssiao password
10:00 Sale-of
SAO Kangaroo
11:00 Jeopardy
10:00 MOv. 'Game 9:30 My 3 Sons
;Century
9:00 lell-Truth
12:00 My Child.
10:00 Fam. Affair
that
That Girl
14:n
-What
11:30
Who
or
C
930
T
Make-Deal
"
14
43
Squares
12:30
ii:oit
10:30 Love-Life
News
11:00J eopardy
10:00 Fam. Affair 11:55 Child-Me• 11:30 Barbara
1:00 Newlyweds
11:00 Where Heart
11:30 Who-What- 10:30 Love of Life 12:00
1:30 Dating
News
11:25
Sewing
11:45
Too
News
11:55
Heart
Is
11:00
2:00 Gen. Hosp.
11:30 Search
11:55 C. Duvall
12:30 News
12:00 Noon Show 11:30 Search
2:30 One Life
Farm
PicMy
11:00
Children
12:00
:—
12:45 Pastor
1:00 Our Lives
3:00 Love Am.
I.3 go Singing Con, 1:00 Our Lives
11:30 Make-Deal
12:05 News
Doctors
1:30
3:30 Matinee
12:30 World Turns 1:30 Doctors
1:00 Newlyweds
12:30 World Turns
Another
5:00 H.X.
1:30 Dating
1:00 Love Is
Lewis 2:00
Many
1:00 Love
2:00 Another
World
Hosp.
5:30 News
1:00
Gen.
1:30
Guiding
Light
1:30 Guiding Light
World
2:30 Bright
6.:00 News
.1,00 secret storm
.2:30,0ne 1-ite
2:041-Secret
Sternt-..trio-BrisonProMiSe
6:30 Safari
3:00 Password
Night
2:30 Edge
:30 Edge of Night Promise
.
7:00 Smith & Jones 300 Bugs Bunny 2
3:30 Love Am.
Pyle
3:00 Gomer
3.00 Gomer
Pyle 3:00 Somerset
3:15 Movie
11:00 Longstreet
4:00 Jeannie
Virginian
Gilligan
3:30
3:30
Calendar
3:30
9:00 Owen
Mar- 5:25 Weather
Acres
4:30
Gr
aeen
4:00 Movie
5:00 Hazel
3:35 Popeye
5:30 News
shall
5:00 NOws
.
News
5:25 News
4:00 Gilligan
6:00 News 10:00- News
6,00 News
Golddigger•
6:30
Don
Boone
4:30
News
6:00
6:30 Dragnet
10:30 Cavett
Jones
Smith
&
7:00
6:30 Primus
7:00 Flip Wilson 6:30 Tell Truth
5:30 News
8:00 Longstreet
7:00 Me. S. Chimp 6:30 Wagoner
7:00 Me & Chimp
8:00 tronside
Marshall 7:30 My 3 Sons
0.
900
Wilson
Flip
7:006
30
9:00 Dean Martin 1' My 3 Sons
5:00
movie
Chaparral
10:00
800 Movie
5:00 Ironside
10:00 News
11:00 News
10:20 News
9:00 Martin
10:30 Tonight
1
10
0
'
:2°
50 Pi
Mason
11 :30•Cavett
10:50 Movie
10:00 News
11:60 Movie
.
10:30 Tonight
•

9:00 Psychiatrist
9:30 Devotions
9:45 Movie
11:35 The Answer
11:50 Sewing
82140-Gourmet- - -12:10 3-on a Match 1:00 News
1:03 Movie Gam*
1:30 Movie
3:00 Munsters
3:30 Fury
4:00 Bozo
5:00 Superman
5:30 McHales
5:57 News
4,00 sot Dance
6:30 Theatre-29
5:30 Star-Trek
9:30 Creat. Feat.
10:00 News
1L30 Theatre ..

Ou C.OL/LO SAYPLEA5E 'Mk/ TO.
STPtf Oa OF THE RitiN BECAtt5E
401rRE 5tilEET LIKE 5-1/6AR,AND
IF 'tOO GET WET,
MELT

THE PHANTOM
rye MAPS
Au
ME 1E5/5
I K140W-CAN'T

UH--PuPILS -- HEART
RATE-- WI-- FEVER-- '
int- STOMACH -P0551BLY-PCX5ONING --

ACCOuNT
Foft.
Tuts-

BEATtE BAILEY

I CAN'T READ THE LABEL
IT'S
GOING AROUND TOO FAST

CAN I PLAY A
RECORD ON YOUR
PHONOGRAPH?

I

LIL' ABNER
DOES YO'
REMEMBER
'51G SILL:"
UnTOMLEW

The Colonials

O.4-GGLEr.vas!!- TH
Lit FELLA IN Ti-kE LONG
SH RT WHO WAS TOO
SHY TO ASK FOR
A DATE!!

No Longer Live
With Their Sons

HE V./ARN'T EI.UT HEGOT MISTY
SHY, MA'M - 0'PANTS NOW
j
HE WERE
A 5ILLI0NAIR,E
PANTLE.SS AN'HE STI LL 7
LCNES
!!

ADDLED ADVENTURER—
Quixote, on film set of

Peter O'Toole portrays the gentle romantic, Don
The firir.ri of La Mancha" in Italy. British actor plays two other roles.

Seowrity
News
By Charles Whitaker
The Paducah Social Security
Office suggests that everyone
phone before coming in for
service. Most people can save a
great deal of time and can
complete their business without
making a trip to the office.
This service is called
Teleservice. When you phone, a
Social Security Representative
will discuss your plans with you,
_answer y_our_questions_andlielp
you complete the application, then mail it to you for your
signaturs and return.
Many people phone the Social
Security Office when there is a
death in the family. In practically all of these cases the
necessary claims are completed at the time the phone call
is made. The forms are then
mailed -to the proper survivor to
sign.
In these busy times, saving
_ time is saving money. You can
save hours for yourself, help
one of your government
agencies practice "efficiency",
and so easily tend to an important business matter at the
same time. Right now "holding
the tine" on costs is very important, and the Social Security
Office can do this and improve
their service to you if you Will
jilirremember that key w word,
Teleservice.
The Social Security Office can
..andle most social security
matters today by phone-not just
new claims. If you already get
sociat- security checks and
merely have a question or want
to let them know you have
moved, or you ,have stopped
*ork, or you want to file a
Medicare claim, the word to
remember is Teleservice. Make
things smoother and easier for
yourself it's not often you cart
these days-just use your
telephone-don't use your legs. If
appropriate, you may call
collect. ( station-to-station onlyperson-to-person calls are not
accepted.
People are still welcomed at
the Social Security Office, but
phone service is a great help to
people who value their time. It
also helps the Social Security
Office to gove you faster and
efficient
more
service.
Remember,
service
is
Teleservice. Before you start
your call, you should have at
hand your social security
number, claim numbet, latest
correspondence, etc.
The phone number of the
Padticeribcialfsecurity Office
is 443-7506.

Annenberg To Step Down
PHILADELPHIA
AP) The U.S. ambassador to Great
Britain, Walter H. Annenberg,
has informed President Nixon
he intends to step down from
the post at the end of Nixon's
current term, the Philadelphia
Bulletin reports.
The Bulletin said in its Sunday editions Annenberg was in
the process of redecorating his
home in suburban Wynnewood,
in preparation for a return to
the Philadelphia area.
Annenberg, who has been
ambassador to the Court of St.
James since March 13, 1969, retains an interest. m the Philadelphia-based Triangle Publications, Inc.
Annehberg sold two Philadelphia newspapers --the morning Inquittir' and afternoon
Daily itiewtti—to Knight Newspapers, Inc., but owns several
radio and TV stations in addibob to TV Guide, a part of
Triangle.

141'. RICHARD CICCONE
Associated Press Writer
CHICAGO(AP)-The plight
of the American widow .has
turned into a grandmothers'
rebellion.
"Grandma isn't going to live
with her son anymore and babysit and keep her mouth
shut," says Dr. Helen Z. Lopata, head of the sociology department at Loyola University
and atithor of a study on widowhood.
"For the first time ever, the
4merican widow can be independent. She can be financially
independent and she can remain in her own house. She will
be lonely, but she doesn't have
to move and become a per" ipheral member of her children's family."
"She probably won't even
cook her meals because cooking is something you do for
1110•411444964.----

has broken the traditional chain
of a woman living first with her
father, then with her husband,
and finally with her son," she
adds.
Dr. Lopata said she interviewed 300 widOws during a
SHANGHAI(AP)- Here are crease communication on the four-year study and found that
the viewpoints of the United Korean peninsula.
only 20 of them were living
States and the People's Ftepub7
China: It supports North with their children or had done
lie of China tks, expressed in'
Korea's proposals for reunifica- so. She said he felt this was a
communique summing up five tion of the two Koreas and for reversal of traditional family
days of talks between President the withdrawal of the
relationships involving widows,
Nixon and Premier Chou En-lai Command in Korea.
but added that no earlier studINDIA ANDJ'AKISTAN
last week in Peking.
ies had been made and thereagreed
that
and
Both
Indiia
THE WORLD
fore no comparable statistics
-The -United- States; Supports..Pakistan.SlIctulfl_withlth*,their. were availahle for
earlier_ decindividual freedom and social military forces fromlipth sides ades.
progress for all the world free of cease-fire lines in Janunu
Half of the widows interof outside intervention or pres- and Kashmir. The United viewed for Dr. Lopata's study,
sure. Favors improved commu- States said it supports "the "Widowhood in the American
nications between countries of, right of the peoples of South City," were between 50 and 64
differing ideologies. Countries Asia to shape their own future years old, and the rest were 65
should treat each other with in peace,free of military threat or older. The study is to be
mutual respect and none should and without having the area be- published in April.
claim infallibility over others; come a subject of big-power ri"One WOrliail told me she was
all nations should re-examine valry." China 'said it "firmly invited to live with her son but
their attitudes for common supports the Pakistan govern- the daughter-in-law imposed a
good.
ment and people in their condition," Dr. Lopata related.
China: "All nations, big or struggle to preserve their inde- "She told me I would have to
small, should be equal; big na- _ pendence and sovereignty and mind my own business. What's
tions should not bully the small the people of Jammu and Kash- the use of living if you can't
and the strong nations should mir in their struggle for the say anything and get into argunot bully the weak. China will right of self-determination."
ments?"
never become a superpower
.US.-CRINA RELATIONS
Dr. Lopata said, "This espe" Peking supports struggles
Both acknowledged essential cially is true in the area of
of "all oppressed people and differences remain, but agreed grandchildren. Widows resent
nations" and maintains that all that regardless of their social being used as babysitters."
have a right to choose their systems the United States and
Decades ago, widows were
own social systems. All for- China should conduct relations not faced with the problems of
eign troops should be with- on the principles of respect for recent years, Dr. Lopata said.
drawn to their own countries." sovereignty and territorial in- When entire families remained
tegrity of all states, of nonag- compact and rooted in a single
INDOCHINA
The-United States: The In- gression, of noninterference in location, the death of a husband
dochinese people should be internal affairs of others, on merely meant that a widow beallowed to determine their own equality and equal benefit and came themlFriarClibf the fain-destiny without outside inter- peaceful coexistence. Both ily, supreme ruler -over her
ference. The TI.S. government agreed that it is against the in-- sontiliaj daughters.
favors a negotiated settlement tereSt of world peace for any
"The women loved the maton the basis of the eight-point major country to collude'with riarch role, particularly
the
U.S.-South Vietnamese proposal another against other countries uneducated ethnics. Today, we
of Jan. 27 calling for elections or for majg countries to divide no longer have the ancestral
and the resignation of Presi- the world into spheres of inter- homes," she said. Widows are
dent Nguyen Van Thieu of est. They proposed continuing more independent Way,
Dr.
South Vietnam a month before contacts between the United Lopata said, because of greater
balloting.
,
States and China through sci- confidence and greater economChina: Peking supports the ence, culture, technology, ic benefits and it is now acceptViet Cong's seven-point propos- sports, journalism and trade. able to
society for a woman to
als, including the immediate They suggested periodic diplo- live alone.
withdrawal of U.S. forces and matic contacts for concrete
"But the major problem they
the dismantling of Thieu's re- consultations on normalizing re- face is
loneliness... "Widows
gime, as elaborated by the Viet lations between Washington and must rebuild their
personCong earlier this month.
Peking.
alities, they must learn to live
NATIONALIST CHINESE-TAIthe life of a single person. They
GOLDEN GATE EXPO
WAN
are
dropped very quickly by
The , Golden Gate InThe United States: Does not
the groups and couples who acchallenge the premise that all ternational Exposition opened cepted
Ihem when they had
Chinese-Communist and Na- at San Francisco on Feb. 18,
husbands," Dr. Lopata -added.
tionalist alike maintain there 1939.
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the "ProvisionaLs" - give
Collins.
government had to pass legis- mer comrades were rounded nority as well as among the
They bomb, burn, maim and burly Michael
press interviews in temporary
maBritCatholic
attacked
overwhelming
bands
Armed
lation giving powers of arrest up and interned. Some were
WASHINGTON (AP) - Re- lots," he said, "who knows kill as a matter of routine -but ish army installations and govand make bitter achideouts
new
gave
south
the
in
jority
and internment similar to those executed.
publican strategists, looking what will happen? And, of they do not regard themselves ernment buildings. The British
cusations against each other as
impetus tn the IRA.
the
In
relief
and
in
Stormont.
enacted
reconstrucover their shoulders at an in- course, if he wanted to, that's as terrorists.
were well as against the British and
members
with tough special
New
Eamon de Valera, a former tion of the immediate postwar
"The British army is the ter- responded
creasingly tight battle for the where Kennedy Could come in
the color of Sinn Fein leader who in 1932 years, the IRA was largely for- recruited and trained, and a Stormont governments.
from
known
police,
The Officials spout Marxist
Democratic presidential nomi- and pick up the marbles. You rorist force in this country," their uniforms as Black and
new series of attacks was
had become president of the gotten, generally presumed
they assert.
nation, keep seeing Ted ICennereprisals _Free State's Executive Com- dead. Although its ranks were launched. Road bridges, reser- philosophy and refer to the
know, the 'the-people-want-me'
ruthless
Their.
Tans.
,.
. Passion is more evident than
;
voirs, generators and other Provisionals as "Catholic"
rebels earned them the
approach."
-dYmittee,cut most of the ties with reduced and firm leadership
reason in the Irish Republican against
as "Protestant
bad
as
bigots,"
were
installations
Several of the men close to
government
bitter hatred of the Irish
A deadhcked conVentinan Army.
Britain. He did away with the was missing, it never quite
blown up. Service establish- bigots." The Provisionals,1
President Nixon's campaign for would be an event in itself bepeople.
oath of allegiance to the British gave up its activities either
"I don't object to Irishmen
alto
agreed
ments and police stations were claiming to be a government of is
In 1921, Britain
re-election say chances are cause of a recent history of killing Englishmen," says one
monarch and dosed the office north or south of the border.
....- •
the left, but "anti-Communist,"
raided.
good and getting better that the locking up the nomination be- leader. "I have no sympathy low Southern Ireland tp become of Britain's governor general. Antipartition sentiment recharge that the Officials are
British
the
from
Protests
dominion
In
will
self-governing
into
go
their
Democrats
1937, De Valera's govern- mained strong, and isolated
fore conventions opened. The for British soldiers. I do object a
using the fight for unification
Dublin
moved
government
The
ment adopted a new constitu- shooting and bombing incidents
convention in Miami Beach last time either party cast to Irishmen killing Irishmen, called the Irish Free State.
an anti-IRA for their own political ends.
begin
to
a
again
had
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